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Swim. Lesson
Em.ily Catedral
I can recall seeing him before, a specter flitting at the edges of my recollections, but
my first proper memory of Alan is when I was six. Six is a wonderful age to be living on the
banks of the Mississippi.
"You should try squishing the mud between your toes, it's the best thing to do after it
rains."
I glanced up, and I remember thinking that he was awfully tall to be taking an interest
in a squirt like me. Damp blond hair lay plastered to his forehead, nearly reaching his eyes,
which matched the river shallows. I tilted my head at him and frowned, wiggling my toes.
"Ma says not to go near the river if my pap isn't out."
He laughed and looped his thumbs through his belt loops "You're not jumping in the
river, you're just walking along the edge of this here creek." He said, 'creek,' like the
beginning of, 'cricket,' same as the older boys in town. Ma always shook her head when she
heard them talk that way, I liked the ring of it when he said it.
"I guess that's all right then," I said, walking over to him. The grass gave way under
my feet, cool and damp as it faded to mud, and I smiled. "This ain't so bad."
He had a laugh that cracked a bit in the middle, like the ground in a dry spell. "No, it
ain't. But yer Ma's right. The river's right dangerous if you don't know how to swim proper."
He tilted his head at me with a slight frown and lilt of his eyebrows that looked part
concerned and part curious. "Did yer pap ever learn ya?"
I shook my head. "Can't say he has," I replied, "sounds interesting though." I wasn't
sure if my papa knew how to swim himself, truth be told. As I looked down, my black hair
swung forward as if it wanted to touch the mud too. The mud squished up and between my
toes. It felt like the reason I didn't wear shoes except for Sundays.
"I'll learn you one day!" he said, grinning wide as the crescent moon.
I looked back up at him. "Why not now?" I asked.
He wrinkled his nose, freckles scrunching close together. "Nah, yer not old enough
yet, and I ain't saying that like grown ups do when they're keeping secrets. I'm just looking
out for you." He paused and then smiled again, "That's what friends do, ain't it?"
That seemed fair enough. I nodded. "Swear it?" I said, knowing that the only kind of
friend worth having was one who kept his word, and the only way to get a boy to keep his
word was to squint at him real serious like and try and put the fear of Jesus in him. (Least
that's how Ma always seemed to try and do it with me, and I saw no reason to do different)
He nodded, putting his hand over his heart. "I swear... "
"Good," I said, putting all the affirmation and trust of a six year old boy into the
word, "What's your name anyhow?"
"I'm Alan," he declared, jabbing his chest with his thumb and saying his own name
like it was his job, the same way Papa swelled out and smiled when he said he was a
carpenter, savoring the word like the last bite of Ma's apple pie.
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That's when I decided I wanted to be Alan when I grew up. He said his name like it
was SOIIle sort of profession, achievable and tangible. If it were so, then it was something I
could look to be, same as how I wanted to be a carpenter when I grew up, just like my Pa.
"So where's your friend live, John?" Ma asked when I cam.e back later and told her
how I'd met Alan and we'd spent the afternoon walking in the mud by the edge of the creek
behind our house, talking and laughing.
"He said he lived up in town, by the graveyard behind Saint Andrew's," I answered,
stretching to set the plates on the table for supper.
"Huh," she said, fussing about the kitchen, "I wasn't aware there were any families
with boys up near there. I'm glad you've made a friend though. I know there aren't many
boys in town, and an older one ought to do you some good. How old did you say he was?"
"Dunno, I didn't ask, but he looked about 'leven or twelve."
"Sounds good," Ma said, "Just stay away from the river, it's not safe, and you know
how your father feels about it."
I nodded and didn't tell her about the swim lesson. Alan wasn't going to teach me yet
anyway, and I wasn't going to drown like Pa's brother had. The secrecy felt warm frotn tny
stomach to my toes. Something just for me and Alan, between friends.
Ma started sending me out with two sandwiches instead of one when I came in for
lunch on Saturdays and summer days spent with Alan. He never ate them though.
"I'm not hungry," he always said with a half smile, same as whenever I'd invite hitn
in for supper.
I didn't want Ma to think Alan didn't like her food, so I ate both sandwiches every
time she sent me out with two. Maybe that's why I seemed to grow real fast, sprouting up
the years passed in alternating blurs of peeling sunburns and the sleepy warm.th of the
schoolhouse. Afternoons and summers spent with Alan made my memories, and I'd never
been happier. Having a best friend makes the time pass like that.
I suppose I was nine or ten when I finally noticed that Alan wasn't growing up "With
me.
"You're getting real tall, John," he had mused as we lay in the sun-bathed grass by the
river, having long since grown tired of the ambling creek behind my house, "Yer altnost big
enough for me to teach you to swim."
"That sounds nice, Alan," I yawned as the summer warmth pulled the retnaining
drops of the Mississippi off my skin. "Splashing around in the shallows is getting kind of
boring, and I wanna swim to Anderson's Rock before I'm too old for it to be fun."
Alan paused, long enough that I glanced over at him, shading m.y eyes. H is hair lay,
as it always seemed to, plastered against his forehead, just long enough to not quite reach his
eyes. "Anderson's Rock," he said after a moment, "that there's a long swim, John. You sure
.?"
you can mak e It.
I blew a fleck of dark hair out of my face. "Of course I can't now, Alan," I snorted, "I
can't swim proper at all yet, let alone a hundred yards out. You haven't taught me."
"Nope, but we'll get around to it," he promised, words settling down same as they did
when I was six. He relaxed back into the grass with his hair that never seem.ed to dry,
wearing the same white shirt he always did, and I must have been a right unobservant child,
because until that moment, it had never occurred to me that he never got taller since the day
6

I'd met him. He'd comment on how much I'd sprouted up, and how he'd be able to take me
swimming soon enough, but he never grew, though he was still taller than me by a good few
inches.
I lay awake that night, staring up at the ceiling, looking for cracks through which to
see the stars. I didn't find any, naturally: my Papa was a carpenter, and he didn't build no
leaky roofs. The crickets outside chorused a summer song as I thought about Alan. Since
we'd met, he'd been a stable presence in my life. Not just in how we'd play together all
summer, and after school when it wasn't summer, skipping stones and fencing with sticks
that became muskets as needed, but stable in his stability.
His white shirt that always seemed just dirty enough to be acceptable by a boy's
standards, smudged across the left shoulder with a loose black thread hanging from the collar
as though he'd just undone it. Same dusty knees on his pants, same hair that never grew and
required a trim like Ma seemed to insist on every other week.
I scrunched my brow at the ceiling and wished there were holes in it. Ma said that
people used to use the stars to guide them, and Mrs. Johnson taught us that the ancient
Egyptians back in Cairo would build pyramids to watch the stars move. I can't tell you why,
but I thought that if I could just see those stars, holding up the night sky like bright nails in
God's ceiling, I would understand Alan.
We were picking shells on the sandy part of the bank two days later when I finally
asked him. "So how long have you been twelve anyway? You never grow, and we've been
friends an awful long time."
Alan was bent over, fingers combing through the sand, when I asked. He froze, and a
drop of water rolled off a lock of his damp hair and dissolved into the sand.
"What're you talking 'bout, John?" he said after a pause that felt too long.
I frowned. Whether we were fishing or he was signaling me through the schoolhouse
window behind Mrs. Johnson's back to skip out during lunch, Alan had always been
straightforward with me.
"John?" he asked, a bit quieter this time, "What're you talking about? I'm just the
same as you. A bit older, mayhaps, but a boy just the same."
I looked away, biting my lip. Alan sounding scared bothered me more than him lying
to me. I sat down in the sand and wrapped my arms around my knees, pulling them up close
to my chest. The sand felt rough on my bare feet, and I wiggled my toes, digging them an
inch or so deeper. The Mississippi rustled and hummed, a nice deep blue with white trimmed
waves, as a humid breeze ambled through, tugging at my hair and the sweat at the nape of
my neck. Alan stood a long moment, his light skin that never burned or tanned, visible out of
the corner of my eye as I fixed my gaze on Anderson's Rock.
"We're still friends, right?" Alan shifted his weight and set himself down next to me,
not too close, but no farther than arm's reach. "Even if I ain't quite the same?"
"Well, yeah. Friends are friends." I turned my head and waited until he met my eyes
proper. "You're my best friend in the whole blamed world, Alan. Even if you ain't quite
normal, it doesn't have to mean a damned thing. We've routed the Mongols, fished off of
Jamie Smith's property, panned for gold in California, fenced the three musketeers, dropped
six stinkbugs in Betty Jameson's curly mane from the rafters at church, and gazed up at
Cemetery Ridge, with the sun before us and our troops behind, guns held tight as we remake
that charge that lost Gettysburg. You don't go to school, and you don't get older, but there
ain't much more a boy could ask for in a friend, and you're it."
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My lower lip quivered just a bit on that last breath, and I let go of my knees to ball
m hands into fists around the sand as Alan blinked at me, blue eyes wide.
y
I remember thinking that, whatever his issue was, he'd best tell me so we could forget
about it right quick. I didn't like feeling so self-conscious and invested. It's not every day that
I'd ive some speech on how much he meant to me or the like, and it didn't feel comfortable,
hav~ng our friendship threatened by whatever words were sitting on the edge of his chapped
lips.
My eyes had stayed fixed on his while I was talking, but they shied away from his
gaze as the silence wore on, and I found myself gazing out at Anderson's Rock again.
Ma always said I couldn't sit still, though I wasn't half as bad as some of the other
boys in class, but I think I can say with confidence that I'd never sat so still so long as I did
that summer afternoon, with the sand digging into my pants and the river rising closer to our
toes with the tide.
Finally, as I'd started to consider getting up and kicking him before I left, he started,
"I'm-" but his voice cracked halfway through and he had to stop. He cleared his throat and
mumbled, "Sorry, voice keeps breaking"
"S'okay," I said. His voice always did that if he didn't talk for a while. I turned to
look at him, neck stiff. His eyes met mine, less afraid, but still hesitant and churning like the
river.
I raised one eyebrow at him; he'd taught me how.
A slight smile flickered across the corners of his mouth for a moment, dimples flitting
across his cheeks. "And you promise it don't change nothing, John?" he said, freckles
crinkling slightly with the sun shining in our eyes.
"That ain't nothing I need to swear to, Alan."
He swallowed, head nodding slightly, and licked his lips. "Guess there's no real way
around it then," he said, "I suppose you'd have figured it out eventually, but now seems as
good a time as any to tell you that I'm dead."
We'd parted right after he'd confessed, and that night I stared at the ceiling until I
needed to see the stars. If I'd been honest with myself, I would have admitted that I wanted
to see Alan. Sneaking out of my window, bare feet creeping through the dew-strewn grass, I
found both.
"Hey, Alan." I sat beside him and gazed out at the blurry stars reflecting off the
water. We were silent for a few minutes until I spoke again.
"Not that it's gonna make a difference," I said, "but how'd you die?"
My eyes were fixed straight ahead, but I noticed him turn towards me out of the
corner of my eye.
"And you don't have to tell me anything if you don't want to," I added after a
moment.
He looked back out at the river and I leaned back on one arm to face him.. Alan was
silent for a minute, and I absently twisted the grass between my fingers. It was a warm
night, and the fireflies were out in full force. One had just landed on my knee when Alan
broke his silence.
"The river," he answered. A drop of water dripped out of his hair and rolled down his
face. I sat and watched him, waiting for something more, but when he didn't offer anything
else, I shooed the firefly away and stood up.
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"Alright," I said, "I'll see you tomorrow then."
He didn't say anything as I left, and I didn't ask him anything for the next two years.
He started offering occasional bits and pieces of what it's like to be dead after a while
anyway, but I was always sure never to push him for some bit of trivia. For the most part,
however, our friendship continued uninterrupted.
He couldn't fly or do anything special like that, but he could turn himself invisible if
he wanted to. I didn't figure it out until after a half dozen frustrating matches of hide and
seek when he materialized behind me, unable to contain his laughter as he rolled on the
ground. People who'd known him when he was alive couldn't see him no matter what he did,
though. It made signaling me in class easy, as Mrs. Johnson didn't seem able to see him. The
other kids would look on in puzzlement though, which just made me smile. Apparently she'd
never been particularly observant, even when teaching Alan back when she was young and
new to town.
Ma worried that I didn't have any friends but Alan, who she'd met a few times over
the years, but never his 'family' that I made vague references to. It was strange in a small
town, but when Alan smiled and said he and his family were private people, she didn't press
the issue.
Pa was gone to Flory, a few miles down the river, most of the time; they were
building a new Baptist Church and needed a few carpenters. He'd come home twice a month
or so on the ferry, but was set to be gone on the day of my twelfth birthday. Ma wanted to
have a nice celebration to make up for it, but when I said I just wanted to skip school and
spend the day outside, she didn't try to push it, so that morning, too eager to bother with the
door, I vaulted through my bedroom window.
"Hey, Alan!" I shouted the moment I caught sight of him, "You owe me a birthday
present!"
He turned and seemed hesitant for a moment, then broke into a grin that made me
imagine I'd mistook him.
"And what present is that, shortstuff?" he called back, still taller than me over the
years, though by a smaller margin now.
As I slowed my jog to stop in front of him, I placed my hands on my hips and tilted
my head, imitating how he'd talk sometimes. "My swim lesson, what else?"
He matched my smile, but his eyes wavered. "Ain't no other way I'd rather spend
today."
Alan barely seemed to grip my hand as he led me into deeper water. I halted when the
water reached my waist and his hand slipped out of my fingers.
He looked back. "Everything okay, John?"
My tongue felt dry in my mouth; I nodded. "Yeah, Alan. Just ... if I take one more
step, it'll be the deepest I've ever gone into the river."
.
I expected him to reach out and take my hand, reassure me and gnn nonchalantly.
Instead, his expression split with pain and he ran his hand through his hair, sending droplets
flying into the water around him.
"Alan?" I stepped forward and seized his other hand. It always felt chill, but his touch
rivaled snow when my fingers met his underwater. I resisted the urge to recoil and sought his
gaze.
When he met my eyes, he looked old, way older than twelve, and his eyes were
etched with indecision.
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"Jonathan Timothy Thomas!"
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I jumped, nearly slipping on a mossy rock. My father stood on the shore, still In his
work clothes and hat. He must have taken the ferry home early to be here for my birthday.
"Jonathan Thomas!" he thundered in the way only a father can, "You get yourself
back to shore right now, boy!"
I stumbled back towards him, Alan's hand slipping from my grip.
"What the devil are you doing in that damned river?" he yelled as I moved closer, "I
learned you better than that, John."
The sand scraped at my feet as they left the water, and I couldn't help but fear that it
would be the last time I felt the river between my toes.
Pa seized my shoulder when I was close enough and whipped my torso around to face
him as I protested, "Pa, no! Alan was gonna teach me to swim. I wasn't gonna drown!"
I twisted out of his grip and pointed at Alan, still standing waist deep in the river. His
hair seemed wetter than usual, and he gazed up at me and my Pa with a particular sadness in
his eyes that r d never seen before.
Pa's hand descended back onto my shoulder with finality, holding me faster than
before as he looked out, the Mississippi reflecting in his brown eyes, the same color as ITline.
"What in blazes are you talking about, boy?" His voice was low when he spoke.
"There ain't nobody out there and you're too old to be dreaming up friends for yourself, even
if you can't make any of your own."
"No!" I yelled, "He's right there, Pa!"
His other palm crashed into the back of my head as his grip shifted to my upper arITl
and he started dragging me away.
"I raised you not to tell lies, Jonathan."
I lost sight of Alan, still standing waist deep in the water, as we crested the hill on the
way to our house, but his sad eyes were all I could see in my mind as Pa snapped his belt
against my ass. Alan's laughter was all I heard as Pa stood me up and yelled, again, the story
of his poor drowned older brother, Tim, who'd died on the river when he was just nine.
Pa sent me to my room without dinner or supper and a heavily implied beating should
he catch me in or near the Mississippi, but I was half out the window before the door was
slammed.
My legs and ass smarted from the belt as I dug the balls of my feet into the grass, but
I made it to the beach quick enough. Alan was still standing where I'd left him, though the
tides had washed the waves down to his ankles.
"Alan?" I said, drawing closer at a walk. The river was quiet and my voice seeITled to
carry uneasily across the surface of the water. Droplets trailed down his cheeks, soaking in to
the collar of his shirt, though the rest of him remained dry.
He looked up at the sound of my voice, blue eyes haunting the Mississippi. "I can't do
it, John," he whispered.
"Can't do what, Alan?" I said. My feet splashed lightly in the low tide shallows as I
stopped in front of him and reached for his shoulder.
"Don't touch me!" He jerked back, crashing through the previously calm water like
shattering glass. "Don't touch me, John; I can't do it! I can't let it happen to you; I lied!"
I followed him deeper. "I don't care, Alan, remember? I don't care that you're dead
and I don't care if you lied, it doesn't even matter."
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"Don't call me thad" he screeched, ripping at his hair, "I can't stand it anymore."
"Why not?" I said, voice rising as I resisted the urge to knock him over and hope
some sense came with it. "What's wrong, Ala-"
"I'm not Alan!"
I stopped, the water stilling about my hips as Alan, shoulder deep, sobbed and struck
the water. "I'm not Alan, but I'm trapped being him, and the only way I can stop being him
is if I drown you, John, and I don't want to, but I'm stuck fast, and I can't remember myoid
name, just all the ones before."
It's probably the stupidest thing in the world, but all I could do was say, "What?" As
though that simple request for clarification would make any of what he'd said make more
sense.
"I'm dead," he said, arms hugging his body against the sudden chill wind, "and the
only way I can pass on is if I drown you, but I don't want to. It's weird, and I can't right
explain it, but you're family to me, and I love you."
I waded forward and put a hand on his shoulder. "I love you too, Al-" I cut myself
off. If he weren't Alan, he probably didn't want to be called as such. "I mean, you're like an
older brother to me. I don't care bout having any other friends but you and ... " I trailed off
and reconsidered what I was about to say. It was the sort of thing you couldn't take back.
"and," I continued after a long pause, "if the only way I can help you is by dying,
that's alright by me."
"No, John, you don't understand," He wouldn't meet my eyes when he spoke. "it's
not that simple, and I don't want you to- I want to see you grow up and be happy. Even if I
can't do it with you, even if I'm stuck here by the river with my drippy hair forever."
"And I can't stand to grow up if you ain't coming with me," I said, letting go of his
shoulder and moving past him into deeper water. "If you drown me then we'll pass on
together. "
He seized my shoulder and I winced; Pa had left a good-sized bruise there earlier. "I
won't let you, John!"
I pulled away; the river was nearly up to my shoulders, current tugging at my shirt
and feet. "You're my best friend, and even if we can't grow up together, we can cause all sorts
of trouble up in heaven. Let me help, Alan."
"Do you mean that?" He was quicker in the water than I was, and moved in front to
block me.
The midday sun beat down and reflected white off the water. I nodded at him. "I

."
mean It.
His face still betrayed the urge to turn back to shore, but, in silence, he took my hand
and led me deeper, then supported me until we were a good way out of the shallows, just a bit
past the rock that marked the farthest I could throw a stone. I stayed calm and let him hold
me above water. He didn't get tired, but I guess that's one benefit of not being alive and all.
He stopped and his eyes looked like ice as he furrowed his brow, fighting against a
mixed swath of hunger and relief that kept trying to rise in a grin. I looked away as he let go
of me and I tried treading instinctively the moment my head fell below the surface of the
water. I didn't want to see that side of him; the Alan I was dying for was a smiling boy who
concealed his sadness underneath a confident grin and steady hand.
I'd taken my last frenzied gasp and was sinking below the surface, hand grasping up
towards the shifting sunlit shards of sky when he swam down to me, golden hair catching
11

the filtered light in a halo. He lowered my arm as he came down to m~ sarn.e lev~l, an~ met
m.y eyes with a soft smile. I stopped trying to swim and instead met his smile With a tlre~
one of my own. My last breath bubbled towards a surface I knew I'd never see th~ other side
of. His eyes were the last things I saw as exhaustion closed my eyes for the last tnne ...
... only to open them gazing at myself, black hair fanned out around a last grateful
smile. I seized my hands and yelled, "Alan!" into the water as my, no, his brown eyes closed.
I let his hands slip out of mine and closed my eyes, curling into a ball as I wished desperately
that my lungs needed air to survive. I feel a thousand lost memories I didn't live tug at my
attention and as my arms and legs move in the habitual movements I know are swimming
and I allow the most insistent scene consume me.
I'm standing on the shore, looking out over the Mississippi sunset and my rock,
Anderson's Rock. I feel a smile stretch my face as I turn and walk back towards town. I'rn
not wearing shoes, but the dirt roads don't bother me as I return horne just in tirne to set the
table for supper.
A small golden-haired boy flits about, helping me even though I don't need it, and I
smile at him. I register that he's my little brother in a distant way, same as the hornely
woman finishing cooking is my mother, even though I distantly sense that I'm not Alan
Anderson.
Except that I am, and I eat a pleasant dinner with my family-that-isn't with a blur of
pleasant conversation. My father is proud of me, though I'm not sure what I've done, what
Alan did. The memory slips by faster until I'm lying in bed, sharing a room. with rn.y
younger brother.
"Alan?" his voice cracks slightly in the darkness, and I register that he's nine and rny
voice started cracking when I didn't use it around then.
"What is it, Matthew?" I ask, and even in memory I distantly feel surprise that the
voice belongs to me, it's Alan's voice.
"Today, jackson beat me up and stole the blue marble that you gave to me."
His voice sounds small and afraid in the dark, and I feel my body tensing, though I
keep my voice level. "jackson O'Fallon? The ginger from the other side of town?"
His confirmation blurs in with a long night and the next day at a brand new
schoolhouse that echoes of fresher paint than the one I remember most. I'm. tall and fair, and
I wink at the girls, cute and plain alike. The boys stand around me, hanging on rny words,
and I single one out in my attention today: a red-haired boy I affectionately call Jack as I slap
him on the back and ask if he wants to come out to my rock with me in the afternoon once
school let out.
He instantly agrees, and I can feel my own satisfaction, a slight tightness in rny chest,
the same way I can see envy on the other boys' faces. Same as I can see concealed delight at
what I can tell he suspects will be a good beating that flits in Matthew's smile.
"Anderson's Rock," he says when we're standing on the beach and I undo the thread
on the collar of my shirt, "Alan Anderson's Rock."
I grin, nodding in response, and tug at the black thread tangled in my fingers.
"A-Alan, I gotta tell you something."
"What is it, Jack?" I say, but I know the answer.
"I'm not really the best at swimmin', and I'm a bit nervous, though I'm real honored
by your taking me out with you and all," Jackson stammers over a few words, and I feel a
12

~mallll"smile play at the corners of my mouth. "Jus' that I might need a little help if I get tired
IS a .
r n~d and ~eassure him, and then we're swimming. It's odd, living through a memory
of ~omet~lng you ve never been able to do yourself. I'm strong, and move through the water
qUickly, Just a few strokes ahead of Jackson, who moves sluggishly. Though I'm partially
amazed at my own new-remembered ability, I feel myself sneering privately at Jackson's
struggles. I've just reached the rock, my rock, when I hear him.
"Help! Alan, help me!"
I turn and sit on the rock. He's about twenty feet away and floundering. I feel myself
smile. I knew he couldn't swim well.
"Alan!" he yells, head bobbing under the water as he loses his grasp on anything that
could be considered 'swimming' and starts flailing.
His red-orange hair marks his return to the surface, and I shout, "Nobody beats up
my little brother, Jackson, you get that?"
His eyes go wide before the river swallows them again. The only words he can
manage when he resurfaces for the third time are, "Damn you," and then he's gone.
r sit back and watch, a contented grin on my face, when I hear it, my name. "Alan!"
carries over the water, and I shift forward, looking back towards the shore. Matthew is there,
a small figure a hundred yards away. He's shouting, and waves his arms at me. I stand and
strain to hear more.
The river drowns his voice, and I almost can't hear him. I squint and I can tell he's
crying. A sob reaches my ears, followed by two words, "I lied!" He says them again: "Alan, I
lied!"
Instantly I turn to Jackson, who'd probably just won a bet with Matthew fair enough.
The river is sweeping him away. I run to a better point on the rock, my rock, and dive in. I'm
strong and soon I can almost reach him, hands grasping towards the sky in vain. r reach for
them, and my fingers barely brush his as his eyes meet mine; they're green. I watch them
close for the last time as I grasp his wrist and his grip goes slack.
I drown with him, as guilty in death as he'd been in life. I watch them bury me in the
new cemetery behind St. Andrews and sit on my grave marker for a while. I watch Matthew
grow old, older than me, without me, a sad and secretive boy with no friends of which to
speak.
The visions faded back to memory as I pulled myself onto the rock, my rock now. I'd
swam to it out of habit as I remembered, though it wasn't the first time I'd re-remembered
these things. As my hair dripped in my eyes, the faces of every boy I'd killed flashed before
me. All shades of color in their hair and eyes. The memories were well worn grooves in my
mind. Alan drowned Jackson, and we both died, then I drowned Phillip, who became Alan,
who drowned James, who became Alan, who drowned Marcus, who became Alan, who
drowned Tim, who became Alan who drowned me.
lt's only then that I realize I don't remember my own name. I never do when I'm new
at being Alan again. Attending my own funeral, an invisible blond-headed boy in the back
pew, the name I used to have slides over my hearing and mind like ice on a hot skillet and
doesn't register as mine. I still can't remember it, even when I stand in my own home and
watch my mother and father grow old and gray as they grieve their drowned son.
To move on, I must drown another innocent boy and sentence him to my own fate. I
can remember the torment I've felt and feel, over and over again.
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I'm standing off to one side, watching a dark haired six year old boy that I kno'W and
love, even though he's never met me. I don't want to do this. He looks at the creek 'With illconcealed longing, but doesn't move towards it, instead kicking at a rock in the grass.
My feet move before I tell them to, and I recognize the m.ernory as one I've seen froIll
the other side. I don't want to kill him, and I won't for a half dozen years, but the pain of
being someone I'm not is more than I can stand, and we both need a friend.

/
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Disappear into Darkness
Sarah Landauer
The flashlight lies on the ground, its light glaring into the shattered, bloodstained pieces
of the mirror across the room, scattered beneath a frame hanging on the also bloodstained but
otherwise empty white wall, freshly cleared of all the photographs documenting EIIe's life
through high school. Door and windows remain unopened. None had heard the struggle, the
scream that came out more like a breathless whisper as Elle dropped the flashlight, big blue eyes
reflecting the all-too real shadow of her nightmares, before her slender body struck the wall, the
mirror, her flesh tom by claws or fangs-it doesn't matter what, the gashes are spilling blood all
the same.
But after hitting the wall, the ground disappears.
She falls

through

the dark
void
that
replaced

her bedroom
floor,

until
landing on glass

with a thud,
both pain and

all her breath
lack

stolen,
of sleep.

her mind

and vision

1,472,933 heartbeats
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shockingly clear despite

later she manages to stand.
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Her tangled blonde hair is sticky with blood, some of which has crept down her face, past
her eyes like red tears. Elle bites her lip, looks down at her mangled body, a less unnerving sight
than the countless copies of her in the mirrors, cornering her in this room that., somehow, with no
light source to be seen, is still well lit.
There is no sign of the creature, but she can't relax. She grabs a shard of glass from the
mirror she had landed on and clutches it in her hand. In all the ten years she has had to face it, it
has never simply vanished. Always there. Prowling.

Stalking.

Growling.
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She takes one step to see if she can still move
properly, in case she has to run-although there's
nowhere to run-and then whatever had been
lighting the room before disappears, and before
she can gather her thoughts into something even
resembling coherence,
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She can see a small light in front of her w~ere a .mirrored wall had once been, now taken away,
but by what she can t tell In the darkness. With the dim light she sees the
room has narrowed, lengthened into a long
corridor, perfectly straight,
perfectly black,
with a dark

speck
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Elle glances back to see if there's
anywhere else to run, but the darkness behind
her is still impenetrable. She turns back to the
corridor, the light still there, the
speck
still there.
The only way to go is forward. She
takes a few cautious steps. Then a
few more. The light is so far off. Too
far It doesn't even effectively
penetrate the darkness around her.
There are walls, only about a foot
away on either side, but they are
simply black. The light doesn't seem
to be getting any nearer. The corridor
never ends; the light just taunts her.
But then she blinks, and the speck is no longer a speck,

but a large, hulking

form glaring at her with invisible eyes. It holds its black claws out, dripping with some sort of
liquid.
Blood?
Elle's free hand moves to her chest, her stomach, her throat, but the gashes are gone, the
blood is gone from her clothes, her face, her tangled hair. Not even the palm where the mirror
piece she is clutching is bleeding.
And then the light disappears again.
The creature's low, rumbling growl echoes around her.
She can't scream. Or won't.
Are her eyes open? Or closed?
The back of her throat itches with a bitter, acidic taste. Is this what dying tastes like?
Were the claws-the fangS-her death-so swift?
She can't feel anything, but her body isn't numb.
Where has her body gone?
And

where has the sweet darkness gone?
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White walls. Sickeningly clean white walls on which nothing had ever been hung. No
mirror. No nail holes where high school photographs used to smile.
No shattered glass scattered around her. A small puddle of stomach acid, but no blood.
No creature.
Just a simple bed and Ene.
Alone.
"Elle, you have a visitor."
A pause.
"Sweetie, what are you doing on the floor? You have a bed right there."
Ene doesn't move. The attendant bends over to take her hand, which is clenched around a
crumpled piece of paper.
The attendant can't see her other hand, also clenched around something, but this
something isn't crumpled. It's cutting into Elle's palm.
Ene envisions her throat, can feel warm blood trickling down her cold skin.
She glances up, the slight movement exposing her neck, the small but deep incision
glistening red, and drops the piece of glass in her hand while gripping the paper tighter, until her
eyes close and the sound of the attendant's rushing footsteps and cries for help start to fade.
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Taylor Hurley

The Castle Keeper: Part One
Emily Upton
Saxen lay in a flowering bed of bleeding hearts, breathing in the sweet tang of
summer earth. The leaves of the large plant kept much of the afternoon heat off of his back,
but nothing could stop the heady scent of the warm garden from trapping itself in his nose,
making it itch.
He sneezed once, clapping a smudged hand over his mouth to muffle the noise.
Slowly, he lowered his palm to the dry soil, his ears straining. In the distance he could hear
the soft rumbling of the sea. He could almost taste the brine on his tongue. But near him
there was only the cry of a lonely cicada and a few chickadees answering its call. After a
moment he loosed a wary breath, adding the sound of his exhale to the near silence.
The boy wriggled forward a few inches to peel back a layer of foliage, allowing
himself the smallest of glimpses at the cobbled brick pathway beyond. Nothing moved, but
he allowed his fingers to remain there, pinning the stem back. His eyes narrowed in the
sudden burst of sunlight as he waited like a cat ready to pounce.
He didn't wait long. Soon enough he heard a familiar whistling, high pitched and
punctuated by sing-song nonsense words. Then the scuff of a shoe against stone and the
rhythmic tapping of a stick against the low garden walls before the girl marched into his
Vlew.
Her hair was black like his, and as curly as his was straight. She was cleaner than he
was, too, her dark skin scrubbed until it shone. His light-colored cheeks were hidden
somewhere under a layer of grime. Her blue tunic and cream colored breeches, though
overlarge - Saxen suspected she'd taken them from someone else's wardrobe - were in
pristine condition, while he couldn't be certain of the original color of his own garments.
They were just as stained as his palms and torn besides.
She was a princess for whom he had no name. To Saxen, himself nothing more than a
street urchin, she was also a signal. With a small smile, he allowed the stem he'd been
holding to fall back into place and crawled silently from his hideaway, making sure to drag
his near-empty bag with him.
The girl paused in her whistling for a moment and held her stick still, frowning. But
when she looked, she saw only a string of bleeding hearts dancing in a light breeze.
Saxen had learned two things when he was quite young. One, timing was everything.
And two, there was an awful lot to be learned from the observation of cats.
His mother had always said that he was like a cat. Solitary, for the most part, he made
few unnecessary noises. He was always hungry when she opened the pantry door whether
he'd just had dinner or not. She could tell when he'd done something wrong, because he'd
slink through the back door with mud on his boots and "guilt on his whiskers." But he could
always get out of trouble with one piteous look and a tentative hug, and usually get a
chocolate studded biscuit out of the bargain, too.
He'd learned later in life that such skills were always useful. As he made his way to
the edge of the palace garden where dirt faded into sand, he went over the plan again in his
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mind. No one was ever posted on the beach - not even near the two distinct to'-Vers of the
white palace growing over the cliff. The palace tho~g~t no one would be ~gnorant enough .to
launch an attack with a cliff face protecting them, giving the enemy the disadvantage. While
useful for his purposes, he worried about it. If he was in charge, he would leave no base
uncovered.
Another thing about cats was that they had that look of knowing precisel y '-V here they
were meant to be. Like if someone asked them what they were doing, they would answer that
all that mattered was that they knew and it was none of anyone else's business. That was the
expression he adopted as he ascended the stairs cut into the rock that rose froIn the beach.
Hands in his pockets, he strode casually to the wall of the nearest tower, avoiding eye contact
with any who might seek it - not that the soldiers were paying the closest attention.
Saxen leaned against the wall, crossed his arms and bowed his head. He gazed at the
group of guards rolling dice from behind a veil of lashes and black fringe. They sat on a
raised dais that led to the palace's main entrance. Out of the corner of his eye he saw a gray
tom stretching. With a twitch of his tail, the cat rose and padded behind one pillar and
another. He curled around a third before stepping down the short flight of stairs and slinking
across the yard.
The cat, Datchet, came to a stop beside a wooden door, hidden discreetly behind a
stone outcropping. He sat just within the stone, out of the line of sight of the soldiers who he
knew would shoo him away if they noticed, and pinned Saxen with a doleful glare. His tail
flicked, beckoning the boy closer. Saxen waited just a few seconds rn.ore before setting a
brisk, purposeful pace to the door.

Timing was everything.
Saxen reached the door just as it thudded open, revealing a large lady balancing a
teetering tray in one hand with an empty pail hanging from. the other. The cat darted behind
his legs as he moved to hold the door open. He bowed his head as he did so, Inurmuring,
"Allow me to hold this for you, miss."
"There's a good bo~," the woman said jovially. She twisted, attempting to see her
helper from behind a swaYing tower of mugs. He didn't think she rn.anaged, since she was
forced to pause for a moment to ensure the cups didn't fall. Instead, she sidled past hitTl and
gestured with the empty pail. "Get on up to the kitchens, then, or cook will be giving your
dinner to one of those darn cats."
Datchet gave the woman a loathsome glare as he darted through the door before
Saxen did, bushy tail held at a jaunty angle. Saxen knew well enough to thank the woman
before following the tom, making sure to bow his head as he ducked into the tower - the
soldiers' noses had made them well aware of the woman's approach, and it wouldn't do to
have any of them recognize his features.
The cat waited for him on the first landing beside a cracked old door that led to an
armory. He'd explored it on one of his first ventures into the palace and decided they could
do without the rusty old dagger that now rested at the bottom of his bag. He'd had little
reason to go in there since, and wasn't keen on exploring again. His stotTlach gruITlbled its
frustration with the lack of food, and from the impatient glower Datchet gave him, he knew
the cat felt the same.
You were late, Datchet complained as the pair made their way up the creaking stairs.

We could have made it up before the Kicking Lady came down.
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"I left ~recisely when I usually do," Saxen corrected. He knew most people didn't
have to ~eal ~It.h the ,~ords of a grumbling cat. His ability to understand animals gave him
that special pnvllege. Perhaps she was early. And she didn't kick you this time, did she?"
Datchet didn't reply, and instead left Saxen standing on the second landing as he
bounded up to the third. The boy could smell baking bread and a roasted ham and his nose
led his fingers to the door handle.
'
I expect meat this time, Datchet said haughtily. And none of those dry, burnt bits, either.
"Yeah, yeah," Saxen muttered, turning the knob.
The sheer amount of staff separated palaces from other homes that might be easier to
break into. No one ever knew everybody, and it was easier to sneak about simply because
sneaking didn't come into it at all. He walked in looking like he belonged there, and to the
huge crowd gathered, he did. No one had ever asked who he was or why he stood in line for
dinner. To the master gardener, he was the new boy working for the horse master in the
stables, who thought that he worked for the carpenter who was adding an addition to the
west side, who was certain that he worked in the gardens. And cook was used to seeing new
faces all the time. He came so infrequently that she often forgot his, and he'd learned that she
added an extra sweet to his plate with a wink, "to settle him in."
As large as any kitchen Saxen had ever seen, the palace kitchen still couldn't
accommodate everyone who darted in and out. Three fireplaces lined one wall. Tall enough
for him to stand in, their flames licked the wood within with varying degrees of fervor. Spice
cabinets and shining metal pots and pans took up most of the other walls. As Saxen strode by
one large pot, triumphantly carrying a plate piled with food, he caught sight of his reflection
grimaced. He needed a wash.
He carried his plate to the back of the room, opposite the fire places, where most
everyone had congregated. There weren't enough stools at the tiny table that rested there, so
nearly everyone stood. It had seemed odd to him at first that they didn't simply find
somewhere else to sit, since he was certain that there were more than a few dining rooms
hidden somewhere along the jumble of palace hallways. He'd found that mealtimes for the
staff weren't simply tim.es to get food into their bellies. It was also time to gossip.
Saxen wormed his way through the crowd and found himself wedged between a
countertop and spice cabinet. No one so much as spared him a glance as he set his plate down
on the counter and picked up his fork. He didn't make eye contact, either, ostensibly intent
on his meal. He'd found he learned the most when he didn't appear overly interested because
the most reliable of gossips kept their voices relatively low, hoping the shouts of
exaggerations would cover what they had to say.
He'd learned about the princess in this fashion - rather, he'd learned that it was safe
to dart into the palace whenever she appeared in the garden. It meant there was no one to tell
her otherwise. Her father and mother would be in court with the rest of the nobles, and her
elder brother would join them while the younger brother remained in the nursery, doted on
by the attending maids. The other nobles were required to be in court, too, which left no
wandering eye to judge the soldiers who abandoned their peaceful posts for a game of cards
or dice.
"King's off again," said the nearest woman. Saxen didn't know, exactly, but he
thought she was one of the queen's personal attendants. "Soon as he gets out of court."
"Her Highness won't be happy," said her neighbor, frowning.
"No," the first agreed. "But if it helps - she'll understand when she's older-"
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Saxen turned his attention elsewhere. It landed on a man who gesticulated wildly,
showering the floor and his peers with crumbs from the bread he held. "M~re fir~s this year
than I've ever seen - and we've had rain! Magical fires, mark my words. King thinks so too.
Why else would entire villages burn to the ground, but not one tree get so much as
scorched?"
Saxen waited a moment to see if the man would say where those villages were, but
they moved on, and Saxen did too. Another woman passed carrying a full plate, muttering to
the man behind her, "A painting gone, frame and all, would you believe it? Just a small one,
but even so. And I could swear the silver cutlery is disappearing. If we're not careful, Their
Majesties will think we're stealing... "
The boy choked, and his coughing drowned out the remainder of her words. He
hastily bolted down what remained of his food, thinking he had, perhaps, been there too long.
Remembering to save strips of meat for Datchet, he placed the plate in his satchel and
squeezed his way back to the cook, who beamed at him as he approached.
"More, boy? Plenty left," she said.
"Yes, please," Saxen said, and she began to pile bread rolls and cheese onto another
plate. He added, "Could 1 have some milk, too?"
"Of course," she replied with a wink. "I know you growing boys need it. Why, His
Highness just yesterday-"
But Saxen didn't wait for her to finish. He took the plate in one hand and the glass in
the other and made his way back to the service door. He slipped through it and closed the
door behind him, reveling in the relative quiet of the staircase. He looked up to see two
glowing eyes watching him, and only when he dug into his bag for the first plate and placed
the glass of milk on the ground did he hear a series of clunks as something rolled down the
stairs to the landing.
The golden candleholders, complete with white wax candles with wicks barely
burned, came to a stop at his feet. He placed the full plate carefully in his bag for lTlinitnal
mess. Food safely stowed, he bent to pick the candleholders up, marveling. They were
probably the most expensive-looking things, besides perhaps the painting, that Datchet had
ever collected for him. Indeed, the cat looked pleased with himself - though perhaps that was
only because he'd sat down to his meal. His tail curled contentedly around his body as he
bent his head to lap the milk.
"Thanks, Datchet," Saxen said, adding the candles to the rest of his haul. They would
fetch a good price in the market the next day. "See you later."
Until next time, my friend, Datchet answered. He didn't look up to watch the boy leave.

Several days passed before Saxen could be found lying amongst the bleeding hearts
once more, nose to the earth as he rested his chin on one balled fist.
It was late, and the girl had not yet arrived. He considered trudging to the palace with
nothing to gauge what might be waiting for him there. Sunset cast a reddish glow over the
surrounding bushes, and the birds seemed to have retired for the night. The garden was even
quieter than usual in the mid-afternoon heat.
Saxen shifted uncomfortably, stretching his toes. He thought that he should silTlply
return home and await the following day, when he heard the familiar tapping of the stick
against the stone path. There was no whistling or singing to accompany it this tilTle. It
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seemed the princess was having a quiet sort of day. He crawled forward to peer through a gap
in the leaves big enough for one eye to look through. The girl wore a simple purple dress with
short sleeves that puffed at the shoulders instead of her usual trousers. Stranger still she
looked directly at him.
'
He drew back, frowning, waiting for the sounds of her passing, but they didn't come.
The plants trembled and stretched, giving Saxen just moments' warning before the
flower stems wound their way around his wrists, his ankles. The binds dragged him forward
and up, until he burst from the cover of the leaves with a strangled cry. The heart-shaped
petals of the flowers laughed at him, blushing pink, looking into the crinkled honey-colored
eyes of the princess who stood before him with her arms crossed.
"I knew there was someone in there the other day. I knew it," she said, looking m.ore
pleased than angry to find someone hiding in the bushes. Then her face fell, and Saxen was
sure she was going to call a guard. But she only said, "You're not a soldier."
"N-no ... "
"I thought you might be. Daddy sends them to spy on me sometimes." She squinted
at him. "What are you doing in the bush, then, if you're not spying?"
The surprise of not being apprehended immediately wore off, leaving Saxen's mind
scrambling for some excuse that might get him out of the situation. His mouth worked for
words, but all his tongue could come up with was, "I'm-I'm a gardener-"
The girl snorted. "No, you aren't. If you were you'd know the plants don't like being
hidden in. I know I've told all of the gardeners just that at least three times." She dropped her
arms and added, "They don't much like this, either. Will you run away if they let you go?"
The question itself didn't lend him an answer. He was unsure if she wanted him. to
run off and cease bothering a leisurely walk with her stick, or if she was bored enough to
desire a conversation with a stranger. Her features were impassive, too, save for mild
curiosity. The only thing left for him to do, then, was to attempt to escape the situation with
as much dignity as he could muster.
"I will do whatever pleases Your Highness, of course," he mumbled, lowering his
eyes to his feet.
He heard her sigh, and with a flick of her wrist, the plant began to unravel itself,
slipping from his wrists. Suddenly he stood in the middle of the bed, leaves flapping
innocently against his sides. He yelped, a cry that went unheard by any but the sleeping
birds, and jumped onto the pathway.
The girl giggled. "You're funny. What's your name?"
"Saxen," Saxen said immediately, not thinking to give himself a fake one. It wouldn't
have mattered anyway. It wasn't as though he had an address listed within the city, if they
ever chanced to put his face to the missing decorative accents in the palace.
He lifted his eyes, then, and saw the girl merely looked at him - taking in, he
imagined, his patchwork of clothes and the mud on his cheeks. After a moment, she smiled.
"I'm Raya - but you already know that. I'm eight," she said, drawing herself up, "and
a half. Daddy says that's too young to practice swords with Gareth. Do you think so?"
Saxen was planning his escape route. As it was, he would have to be a lot more careful
in the palace with the possibility of the princess herself recognizing his face, assuming she
remembered. Considering her noble title, he wasn't entirely sure she would. And that was
assuming she returned from her afternoon jaunts early like she had a few days previous.
Perhaps he wasn't in as much trouble as he first thought, then. And besides, everywhere his
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eyes darted, he saw only the green of leaves punctuated by the bright yellow, orange, or pink
of petals. Everywhere he could go, he'd potentially be affected by som.eone with an unnatural
affinity for plants.
"Well?" Raya demanded.
"I-what?" Saxen asked, blinking at her.
"Swords," she said, gesturing at her stick with the hand that wasn't holding on to it.
"Daddy says I'm too young, but Gareth can, so I don't see why 1-"
"I can't say I know enough about swords to really-" Saxen coughed, realizing he'd
cut her off. "I apologize, Princess Raya."
"That's okay." She tilted her head.
That cool gaze began to make him nervous, and he fidgeted. He w as unused to being
in the presence of nobility. His old village was far removed from. anything so grand. His
normal response would be to act as pompous as they were purported to do, but he suspected
that wouldn't get him incredibly far with the princess, who had the power to order guards
this way and that.
Hoping she might bore of him, he added, "1 should probably get back to work, Your
· h ness. "
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At this she sighed again-the long, exaggerated sigh of a child who thought she was
unright fully deprived of something. Saxen thought the sigh, if not her slight stature and
build, proved she was too young to be practicing with swords of any kind. Saxen's brow
moved upward in question as he watched her bottom lip pull over her top one in a pout.
"Everyone says that," she said, brandishing her hands. Saxen barely dodged the stick
she held as it whirled over his head. "Gareth always has his duties, and rno tntn a' s been busy
with court while daddy's been away, and Lance is just little and isn't any fun. Hey! You said
you didn't know anything about swords. I can teach you. I've watched all of Gareth's
practices, or most of them." She bounced on the balls of her feet and added brightly, "I can
bring a picnic!"
Saxen felt as though he was unable to say no. He ran his fingers through his dark
hair, making it stand up a little. If he said he wouldn't, he imagined she'd argue until he
consented - and the thought of food was entirely appealing, so long as her idea of a picnic
wasn't one filled with fake substitutes made of baked and painted clay. "Yes, yes we can do
that. Sometime."
"Tomorrow?"
"I - yes, alright."
"Do you promise?" Raya asked. She glared at him from. under a furrowed brow,
precisely the kind of threatening look that his cat used to give him. when his mother said it
needed a good wash. Saxen glanced down at his left arm where he could make out the faint
white lines of a scratch he'd earned on one occasion that he didn't heed the creature's
warning.
"Promise," he said. He extended his hand with just his pinky outstretched.
She blinked at it and asked, "What are you doing?"
"It's a pinky swear," Saxen said. "Don't tell me you don't know what a pinky swear
is. Here." With his other hand, he grabbed hers and linked their pinkies together, shaking
them. "There. That means I have to come back tomorrow, no m.atter what. And you have to
bring a picnic. Pinky swears can't be broken."
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Her face brightened as she stared at her littlest finger with a new sort of reverence. As
she shifted her gaze to him, her lips broke into a smile, revealing the pearly buds of two
incoming teeth. "Okay. Let's meet here after court begins. I'm never able to get away before
then."
She spoke as though he knew precisely when court occurred, and perhaps the average
kitchen hand did. He simply nodded and resolved to arrive when he usually did, wondering
how he might send a message to Datchet and when he'd be able to shake the girl off. He still
needed to eat, after all.
She glanced behind her, and Saxen heard it too. Someone farther along the path called
her name, obscured by the surrounding trees. She grinned once more and gave him a little
wave, whispering, "See you then!" before she skipped off in the direction of the voice.
Saxen turned, but not soon enough. A boy around his age-eleven, or maybe twelvestrode around the corner and met his eyes, if only briefly. He had the same dark skin and
dark hair that Raya did, though his was straight and cropped short. There resemblances
ended. Where Raya's demeanor remained childlike, her brother appeared to have been
groomed into an adult before his time. His clothes were neat and his hair severely parted. He
clasped his hands behind his back and peered down at his sister as a father might a small
child.
"Who was that?" the boy asked.
Raya shrugged, and Saxen heard before they strode out of his view, "I don't know, do
I? Probably a gardener ... "
Her voice trailed off, and Saxen hopped off the path once more, striding through
bushes that he eyed warily, lest they too sneak tendrils out to capture his wrists an~ ankles.
Soon he faded amongst the trees, and he ran. It would do no good to have the heir to the
throne decide he'd like to investigate Saxen's identity further.
Anonymity was the best policy. It always had been.
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A Crown
Chelsea DeTorres
.
If you are looking for an easy adventure, one with victories and spoils, a handsome
prtnce or two and treasure the likes of which your grandfathers never saw, this is not the
quest for you.
If you are willing to take a journey, however, in a forest farther away than you can
imagine, across mountain ranges no one has ever crossed, dark trees stand guard around a
coffin, a glass one to be specific. It has no lid; you will not have to open it. Inside rests a
woman of immense beauty with flowing raven locks and pale white skin. Her lips, like two
cherries so ripe and dark, are plastered in a smile on her face. Her eyes could be any color
beneath her closed lids, her eyelashes delicately kissing her skin.
Perhaps the most remarkable thing about this woman is her crown, made of thorns
and rosebuds, the same deep blush red as her dress. It is a prickly thing if you were to touch
it. But the one wearing it does not complain; instead, she sleeps peacefully, a whisper of a
smile on her face. If you want to know why she rests there, you will simply have to go to her.
If you do choose to do so, you must journey across rivers filled with water trolls that
would love to suck your marrow. Boats are easily overturned and a swimmer could be
snatched from the surface without a final breath.
But, if you make it across the rivers, you must cross those mountains lined with
giants and ogres. You must find the paths lost under centuries of blizzards before those
creatures rip your skin from you like paper; they like to fry it up and serve it over tomatoes, a
rare delicacy in their cold home. You can use a map if you find one in the lost library of
Alexandria.
There are two ways to get there if you make it out of the mountains. If you take the
desert road, you will have to bring a mirror. The basilisks will hunt you at every turn,
seeking to turn you to stone. The sphinxes will trick you with riddles without answers, not
interested in your knowledge but only in the taste of your lower intestine.
If you choose the other path instead, you will be sent deep underground, where
gnarled goblins and beleaguered dwarves await you. They will want the iron in your veins,
your teeth for their necklaces, your toes to munch like candy. They will lick the sweat from
your skin if they catch you but you might find a tunnel they have yet to discover, one they
know nothing of. You will have to worry about dragons then.
You must next beg your way through trees that seek your bones to nurture their
roots, plucking your skin with twigs to peel back its layers. Thorns will snag you and lowlying limbs trip you at every turn; they will take chunks of your hair and your eyeballs if
you'd let them. You will fall and stumble. You might want to turn back. Now would be as
good time a time as any if you find the journey too difficult.
If you had left fifty years ago or even a hundred, there would have been someone
there to challenge you, to deter you with swords and wands, injuries and spells. But they are
gone now.
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In tead, if you get there, tired and torn, scratched and beaten, the clearing itself won't
b kind. There will be naught to drink there and the grass will sting and snap at your toes,
your boot lost to ome yetis ages ago.
I f you get there, you can walk to the coffin and press your hands to its edges. You can
lift th crown from her head.
You clln whisper, "Get up. It is time." She will open her eyes and go, without a word.
You can lie there then, in her place, your own hair spread out like a great blanket. You can
pial' the crown on your own head, amazed at its cool caress, the thorns circling your
for helld with th utmost care. You can let others wonder why you lay there, dreaming your
Own dreams, no hard hip to battle or glory to earn.
You clln stay there, if you're tired. And wait for the next person who comes looking
for a crown.

2
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Chapter

I:

Jaji,

Dragon Prince
]. Donnelly

He was close now. He knew this hunt would end
soon, but a single, careless snap could still give him away.
J aji stalked with his fine-muscled body low the
ground, feathered wings folded tight against his spine to
keep the fingers of the underbrush from encumbering him.
The thick fur between his paw pads cushioned his footfalls into silence. Though graced with four, naturally
muffled, padded f et, he still meticulously placed each step, his toes gently bending the grass
blade • nd h d twigs rather than stress them to break. He muted his breath, each gentle
int k ab orbing the wet, crisp scent of the forest.
II tens d, the mu ky, coppery scent of his prey whiffing to his nostrils. His ears
pri k J up, pinpointing the rustling ahead of him. J aj i dropped reflexively to his armored
tom. ch, hoping that the dappled shadows would break up his bulky outline. His sleek ember
fur, thoughtained black down his legs to match the onyx of his breastplates, lent little
c moun.lge to th contrasting greenery. He dunked his face under the carpet of ferns,
r i ting th urg to neeze and twitch as they tickled his wet nose. Since Jaji's white muzzle
nd eh k ae .ldded to hi con picuousness, painting his face like dry season clouds, hiding
th m under the foliage as he closed the proximity to his prey was a trick he had learned in his
rly day of hunting.
Hut
a dragon, the largest, most dangerous predator in the forest, only the elephants
th t ro med the outh rn avannahs and the mammoths on the northern tundra were safe
from hi f ng ,and ven th n when he cooperated with his broodmates they could take one
down. E h new hunt still ent Jaji's heart racing. This hunt in particular heightened his
n , for now h talked a far more dangerous prey than usual, the only one that could hunt
him b k; noth r dragon.
Sh h.ld luded him for half the afternoon now, but no matter how far she had
rd. h Id of him trace of her scent lingered. Her scent, undeniably dragon from the
copp ry two ng of her feathers and the musky perfume of her fur, caught on the plants and
br mbl
h bru h d, nagged in the crusty trunks of the trees, and pooled in her paw print
Not v n paddl aero
tream broke the concentration of Jaji's keen nose.
' . J ji lunk up to th ource of the scent. He prepared for the killing pounce; bundling
hi hmd I g ,coil of in wand mucle snapping into place; tucking his wings tighter to hi
b. dy to void dam ging th delicclte feathers and membranes in the ensuing tussle; arching
~; humb b. e ,priming hi long, ickle-shaped talons. These hooked, raptorish talon on
thumb w r th I ngth of a human-wrought sword, and just as keenly sharp. Along with
f n , which w r the ize of north tundra sabercat's and still lengthening, were his I thai
r ~ I.} i body till d
tone to not alert his quarry in this critical moment. Only the
w. Vln • tuft of f .ath r t th tip of hi tail and the gleam in his blue eyes betrayed Jaji'
brammtn xcit m nt.
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The .bru~h q~ivered and the source of the scent appeared at last. Instead of pouncing,
Jap paused tn dtsbeltef. No dragon emerged, but a fox. Caked in mud, out of its mask stuck a
clump of blue dragon feathers absurdly pasted on. Because J aji had not struck on his first
impulse, the fox locked eyes with him and bolted with a frightened yip, taking the pungent
smell of the feathers with it.
J aji growled in frustration and stretched out of his hunting pose. His prey was clever
indeed to make such a decoy, the mud masking the fox's own smell. He shuffled his wings as
he wondered how long he had been following that fox instead of the dragoness he had been
pursuing.
He jumped out of his own fur when a ferocious roar crashed out of the bushes behind
him. Twisting around in time to dodge the dragoness's claws digging into his vulnerable
back, he bellowed in return, cheek sacs inflating to amplify his roar. Leaves rattle off the
trees from their voices. But the dragoness struck quickly, forcingJaji's roar back down his
throat before she could be stunned by it. The dragoness hit J aji with ample force behind her
forepaws, pitching him backward. Before he could even retract his claws or bare his teeth he
was pinned under her. She had expertly dug her claws into the fur around his neck, her
thumb-talons poised at the edge of his breastplates-a narrow yet weak opening in the
natural armor above his jugular.
He couldn't defend or attack in this position. J aji could only look up at the dragoness,
his former quarry. She was completely plastered in the same thick mud as the decoyed fox.
Her lips curled back in a victorious, vicious snarl. Matted in such battle paint she m.ade the
image of a true, primeval killer.
But she did not sink her claws home. She didn't even cut into his skin. She entwined
her talons com.fortably in his plush mane and leaned down, her ferocious snarl softening into
a smug grin.
"If this was a real hunt, J aji, you would be dead," she whispered in his ear.
jaji snorted, "You cheated! I was supposed to be hunting you for this practice."
"It's not cheating. It's improvising," the dragoness retorted. She settled down, resting
her entire weight onjaji's stomach. "What else is a poor little prey supposed to do when
pursued by a big, strong drake?" she said coyly.
"So you cover yourself in mud?" jaji huffed. "You look like a dog with mange after a
drought."
"You're just sour because you didn't think of it first," the dragoness purred. She
teasingly inflated her blue cheek sacs like a belligerent toad, cracking some of the dried mud
off her face to reveal her much darker coat.
"Get off me Ishira! I can't breathe!" J aji growled rather than admit she was right. He
bunched his hind legs under her stomach and kicked her off. She rolled over and landed
lithely on her feet, much more graceful than J aji flailing over on his own. He stood up and
rigorously shook the leaves and twigs out from his feathery brown mane, which ran all the
way down his neck from his head to his multi-jointed shoulder blades. Each feather of his
mane was an earthy umber color fading out to a halo of crimson at the vanes. He plucked out
a particularly stubborn stick from the of the matching drake feathers on his elbow with his
dactyls-the three small, clawed digits at the wrist joint of a dragon's wings.
"Am I going to have to find your sire and tell him that you ripped out your feathers
for a practice hunt? I'll tell him, 'Hey Jak, Ishira can't fly home, so can you come all the way
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out here and carry her back in your teeth like a cub'?" He did his best to jeeringly feign
disinterest while he actually studied her technique carefully.
Ishira flicked her tail, one of the few spots not completely covered in mud, under his
nose to show that she had plucked some of her tail feathers. Though not as vital to flight as
their wing feathers, they still provided crucial balance in the air for a dragon.
"Thank you for your concern, but you're dead, remember J aji?" Ishira jibbed.
"At least I'm not a cheater," Jaji growled. To cover his shame he began preening his
ruffled mane feathers.
"Okay clearlings, the hunt's over," Ishira called over her shoulder into the forest.
The nearby underbrush rustled and trio of dragon clearlings trotted up to thern.
Unlike cubs, their flight feathers had grown in to replace their downy infant fuzz. They were
able to fly, though only had the stamina for short distances. J aji had ignored their scent
during the false hunt, well aware that they had been trailing his tracks to observe how he
stalked prey. Like their name suggested, the clearlings were colorless, their fur as blank as ice.
Even the thinner skin on their muzzles, wings, and undersides was translucently pale, their
watery veins their only hint of color while their feathers shimmered as white as rnorning
mist. They chirped excitedly, their star-colored eyes bright with exciternent.
"That was amazing, Ishira!" the little drake piped up. The clearlings crovvded around
Ishira andjaji. Lacking individual pelt colors at such a young age, they were only
distinguishable a male, who had a full mane of white feathers down to his shoulders and
~lumage on his elbows likejaji, and two females who had shorter crests only on their heads
hke Ishira. Since they still suckled, their panting breath smelled of creamy milk. They were
the reason Jaji and Ishira were practice hunting; they were coaching this brood of clearlings
for their own approaching first hunt. The first hunt would be their first rnajor step into
maturity and into the Drack Clan. Once they had completed their first hunt, the vvhole clan
would learn their names, not just their parents, older cubmates, and broodrnates.
"Now, as I demonstrated, a powerful roar when attacking can give you a vital
advantage. Prey will often freeze in the wake of a strong roar and if it becomes disoriented it
won't f~ght back, as Prince j aji displayed," Ishira said.
I wasn't disoriented! This was supposed to be a basic hunt; I was the hunter chasing
you, the designated prey. Then you went and attacked me. Do you think a clearling will
~nco~nter a ~ee~ ru~ning out of the forest roaring at them.? No! You're teaching thern bad
Untlng, Ishlra, j aJi groused.
Ishira ignored his grumbling and continued, "And it is always im.portant to take the
utmost advantage of your surroundings. You will find things to help you hunt and to protect
yourself. Take this mud for example." She extended her wing, dirt flaking off her long
pinion feathers.
The clearlings crowded around her wing and tentatively sniffed the mushy
concoction. Their noses crinkled in distaste. "That stuff sm.ells like dead grass and dung."
.
"Ah, but you can't smell me, now can you?" Ishira said. "If you cover your scent and
hlde, your prey can't detect you through smell or sight and it will be much easier to stalk
them. Also, if you mask your own scent other predators won't be able to follovv your trail. A
pard, a bear, a python, or even a sasquatch would be lTlore than eager to rnake a m.eal out of a
~itt1e ~learling," Ishira warned. Whilejaji and Ishira were just starting to shrug out of their
Juvende years, they at least could look and elephant in the eye. The drake clearling, the
largest of their wards, was the size of a healthy cougar, but had more baby fat than the
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muscle mass of the wild cat. Once their diet changed from milk to meat , h owever, t h ey
would enter a rapid growth spurt.
"Or a wolf!" the drake clearling piped up, chomping his jaws in mock fa h·
"0
1·
" h
sian.
r a Ion! T e larger dragoness clearling let out a roar like the large cat but it came
out a mere squawk. The brood of clearlings chirped and giggled.
"You laugh now, but wait till you feel their fangs in your hide," j aji said. He turned
around to show the clearlings his left hind leg where a patch of his black fur had grown·
dullish grey in a ragged patch. "See this? This is a scar I got from a tiger on my first hu~~'~
The wound had healed fine, but the discolored fur stood as a distinguishable reminder.
"Wow! That's cooH" the drake clearling admired.
"Princejaji's so brave to meet a tiger on his first hunt!" the smaller dragoness
clearling said.
"Tell us the story. Please, Prince j aji?" the drake clearling pleaded, his tail thumping
in the dirt excitedly and sending a cloud of beetles buzzing away.
"Oh, but you've all heard it before. Wouldn't you rather see a real hunt, if someone
doesn't cheat?" J aji rolled his eyes at Ishira.
"F orgive me for bruising your ego, Prince JajL" Ishira shrugged back. j aji knew Ishira
included his princely title in front of their clanmates as was customary, but when they were
alone he took it to be an endearing tease.
"Please, Prince J aji!" the clearlings cooed, tilting their heads in a fashion wellpracticed to melt their dam's and sire's hearts. That same look had tugged him into cub
games before.
J aji sighed, knowing he would have a tougher fight regaining the attention of a
distracted clearling than if he were tackling a charging water buffalo. "All right, all right, but
only one more time."
"I wonder how big the tiger will be this time?" Ishira said. The clearlings giggled as
they clustered around j aji's feet.
"All right, five monsoons ago, I was a clearling like you, sitting before the Marking
Stone, listening to King Skor tell my brood the Hunting Tales. I was excited to taste my first
meat and gain my pelt colors and I couldn't sleep for days! When my cubmates weren't
teaching me stalking I spent my time toughening my wings by jumping and gliding off the
Marking Stone Throne, out of trees, or whatever other high perches I could find. I needed to
fly as far as I could, since I planned to go to the Shadowtone Peaks."
"Oooooh, that's the hunting grounds King Skor and Prince Skra used, isn't it?" the
clearling drake asked.
"My older cubmate Patri went there too. He came back Tortoise-pelted, though," the
smaller dragoness clearling mused.
"Yeah! I'm gonna catch a bison-or a cougar! My dam and sire will be so proud of
me!" the drake clearling purred.
"Me too! Or a lion!" the larger dragoness clearling repeated excitedly.
"Their pelts are boring! I want to eat a firebird, so I can be as pretty as my dam!" the
smaller dragoness clear ling said.
J aji nodded knowingly at their antics, as it was typical that clearlings would fantasize
about their future pelts. A dragon clearling gained the coloration of the first meat they eat
after weaning, marking the color of their pelts after their first hunt a primary status
symbol-especially since it was life-long and it was traditional that the clearling had to catch
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their first prey by their skills alone. Weaker dragons would claitn the colors of cotntnon
animals such as iridescent insects, flashy birds, and drab stnall gatne. The strongest, Illost
accomplished clearlings retuned with more formidable coats: tigers, wol ves, bears, boas,
water buffalo, pike, sasquatch, mammoths, elephants, lions, even rhinos and hippos if a
clearling traveled far enough to reach foreign savannahs and tnountains. Clearling
dragonesses did tend to take more colorful animals as prey since they were fond of their
exotic patterns, but even birds were usually more favorable aITlong dragonkind than insects.
.
. "That's exactly why I planned on flying to the Shadowtone Peaks and take down a
tlger Just like Prince Skra. I wanted more than anything to prove tny strength like ITly
cub mates before me, and my sire and dam before theIll," J aji said.
"Once I left my claw marks on the top of the Marking Stone, I flew four days straight
to the east to reach the misty forests on the Shadowtone Peaks, and it took tne two more to
e;en pick up a whisker scent of a tiger. Once I did I prowled hitn for hours, tnitnicking the
tiger down to his every footstep. I wasn't as strong as Prince Skra had been on his first hunt,
so I knew I couldn't overpower the massive jungle cat-and he sure was huge. His paws
alone were as big as my head!"
"That's a feat, considering how inflated your cheek sacs get when you start boasting
about this story"
. 'bb e.
d
, I s h'lra Jl

'?

d'
realized I had to be cunning, calculating. If I waited for a priITIe ITIotnent of
lStractton I could strike quickly." Jaji flicked his sickle talons back and forth. "Even a tiger's
::~ can't deflect a dragon's claws, and if I could get one good slash at the throat it would be

n.

"I watched until the tiger at last stopped at a stream to drink. I sunk low to the
ground," Jaji said as he hunched his shoulders down to demonstrate, "and I prepared to
PO~1~ce. As soon as the tiger lowered his head I charged out of the brush-talons deployed to
strl.K.e~

H "But, before I could sink my claws or fangs into him he turned, jaw s bared to catch
e knew I was coming!"
he
u
Td clearlings gasped in fright. Ishira licked some of the mud off her shoulder,
nmove by Jaji's bravado
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flO h
y nec, as ed out with my claws and struck the brUiser across the snout. He
b In~ e~.and I took my chance to climb up a tree. He circled around, yowling for my blood,
ut uc "dy he was too stupid to climb up the tree after me."
d An~ you're not forgetting who got stuck in the tree in the first place?" Ishira
qUIPldPe . JaJl glared at her, but she only smirked back. "Was it two or three days before you
cou get down?"
"N I I
fOb. t was only a night!" Jaji huffed, continuing his story. "I stayed in that tree for
h
0
t he r1est 0 t ~ day and all through the night. The tiger didn't give up his complaining the
woe tlme elther H i s ·
I
h
f
"
h f" II 1
.
roartng actua Iy started to give me a headac eater awhile. Anyway,
d e Ina y. eft when the sun was high the next day. I was cautious, though, and didn't clim.b
own until I was certain he had abandoned his hunt for my hide."
"So you got the scar instead of the tiger," the larger dragoness clearling cornm.ented.
o
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"Yeah, but, somewhere in the Shadowtone Peaks is a tiger with a scarred nose
but I did
still have a successful hunt-with an inJo ured leg-and didn't corne back 'th
' d II
"
I h'
WI
some u coat.
s lra.frowned at this. "~ow, keep in mind, it is not shameful for an injured or
weaker clearltng to take a more mundane' first prey. What matters is that you return safe
and sound to the clan, to your dams, sires, cubmates, and broodmates with the skills to hunt
for yourself." She then smiled charmingly. "Why don't you tell them how your first hunt
really turned out, J aji?"

hl~self, courtesy of my claws," J aji said boastfully. "I may have not got the tiger

The clearlings looked expectantly between Ishira and J aji. He hastily nodded to not
after being put on the spot. "Oh, yeah, Ishira is right, of course your life is more
lmportant to the clan than your pelt, and you shouldn't throw it away needlessly at a prey
you can't catch. I was just getting to that.
"After, well, sulking for a while, I suddenly picked up a scent. I'd never smelled
anything like it before here around the Home Dens. I was curious. I forgot about my run-in
with the tiger to followed it. After much limping and scrabbling over a cliff I found a
creature sleeping in a tree."

~ook foolish

"What was it Prince J aji?" one of the females asked in awe.
Jaji grinned, looking down at his own red and black fur, the white frosting his face,
and the brown feathers that filled out his mane and wings. Dark, earthy brown stripes
banded up and down his tail and across his pinion feathers, patterned from the tree-dwelling
creature. "It was a wah, a forest shadow."
"Wait, was it a shadow, or was it real?" the drake clearling snorted dubiously.
"They are too real! I heard one of my sire's dragon maidens call them a 'red panda'.
But then another one called it a 'wah', though, and they started arguing about. Patri had to
huff at them to get them to stop," the smaller female interjected.
"Then why are they called 'forest shadows' if they already got two names?" the drake
clearling asked.
"Do you want me to tell the story or not?" Jaji growled impatiently. The clearlings
nodded and hushed.
"Now, I was so entranced, so intrigued by this creature that I knew, then and there,
that I wanted to have that wah's pelt even more than I had wanted the tiger's. And it was
small, no bigger than one of the raccoons around here, making it within my means to hunt.
But, I quickly learned that it would be almost impossible to catch!"
"The wah woke up, and before my eyes vanished into the shadows. I swear by King
Jamura's first feather, it completely disappeared! I'd kept my ears alert and heard movement
below me. The wah had appeared on a tree behind me-instantly-without a sight or sound."
The clearlings gasped. "It was magic! It had to be magic! I bet it was magic!"
"Nothing else could explain it," Jaji said. "I knew this animal to be magical somehow
for it to disappear and reappear that swiftly. Not even a dragon can move that stealthily.
"I crept up to the wah with much more caution than I had the tiger. Even though I
had not claimed the tiger, I had learned a valuable lesson from losing it; patience. If I startled
this prey it wouldn't have attacked me. It ate leaves and its teeth and claws were rather
small, not like ours. But, it would dive back into the shadows, disappearing from my grasp
forever down some otherworldly burrow I could never hope to reach.
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"I settled down and waited. And I waited a longtime. I watched every breath the wah
made, every twist of its whiskers, counted each leaf it crunched up and ate. I also kept my
eyes on the shadows, carefully noting how they moved."
"Why Prince 1aji?" the smaller clearling dragoness asked.
"Because I'd seen that's how the wah moved. It had entered the shadows and come
back out a different shadow, and if the shadows weren't there it couldn't disappear on me.
"I waited for hours for that one second when the wah lost its focus, so absorbed in its
feeding that it'd grown inattentive and the shadows were out of its reach. I pounced!" J aji
hopped forward with a bridled roar for effect. The clearlings scattered in surprise, giggling
and chirping in delight as they flocked back together at Jaji's feet.
"D~spite my injured leg I easily lunged out and snatched it right out of the tree! I
m:~ a qUick and painless kill with my fangs-it's key to aim for the spine or neck when
m ln~,such.an attack, using your fangs to break the neck or crush the throat.
Oh, Just wait till you catch your first prey! I relished my first kill, the blood and
m~at and delicious, delicious bone more flavorful than any dam's milk!" J aji flared open his
wings, flaunti ng h·IS £eath ers, red and brown stripped on the dorsal side and dus k y bl ac k
d erneath. Th
un
. the great birds
.
f prey, h"IS stl·11 ro.
.
ough d
ragon·
wings were feathered ltke
0
g wln~ wingspan dwarfed an eagle's to the size of a pigeon's. "I'm the first dragon in seven
generat!ons of the Drack to catch an elusive wah."
,,'('hat's that mean?" the larger dragoness clearling asked.
th
h t means hard to catch" the other dragoness chimed in. "But, I don't understand. If
e Wa could
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'
h
h
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h
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It could happen to one of us?" the drake clearling asked. "I'm not sure
and becam~glC power. What if it kept me from flying or hunting, like, if I ate an armadillo
"I d as heavy as a rock?"
far as he k ouht that Would happen," Jaji sighed, shaking his head at the ridiculous idea. As
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e one soon too" I h °
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, s Ira sal, cutting the clearlings' questioning short. The clearlings
£ 11 e d t e lr. eet and ran ahead through the puddles of sunlight while J aji and Ishira
o owe at a lelsurely pace.
0

go?"

The smaller dragoness clearling loitered a moment. "Ishira, how did your first hunt
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."Well, it wasn't nearly as harrowing as Prince Jaji's. I just thought about it for a while
what klnd of pelt I wanted, and after a little searching I found the butterfly. All it took was
one bite to catch it."
!he clearli~g nodded in consideration and pranced ahead to join her broodmates. J aji
and Ishlra kept their eyes closely on the playful cubs. The forest may be their clan's territory,
but other beasts still roamed the woods and glades and a newly .. weaned clearling was a
tempting target.
.
"So, that was impressive with the mud," Jaji finally relented, giving Ishira a sidelong
glance. "You're a very sharp hunter, Ishira. I still don't understand why you chose a butterfly
as your first prey."
Ishira chuckled, "Thank you for the complement. I've told you before, I chose to prey
a butterfly because that was what I wanted."
"But you could have easily taken a stronger prey. You would have more respect and
rank higher in the clan if you had," Jaji said. Though he had known Ishira all his life she still
baffled him sometimes. A dragon's rank in clan hierarchy was first inherited from their
parents standing at birth, but a dragon could immensely improve their status by
demonstrating their strength, wits, and skills with what first prey they managed to claim.
Ishira was born to a lower couple in the clan and had claimed a timid butterfly, yet she had
grown up as his closest broodmate. She had even nursed beside him at Qyeen Allura's teat
when her own dam Soleno of the Zebra pelt had been slain. After she had outgrew the
nurseries in the Home Dens and had moved out like all his other broodmates, her sire's
territory over on Bear Peak bordered the royal grounds around the Home Dens. J aji could
easily reach her for their daily capers of hunting and flying about the Drack Mountains.
"Jaji, you worry too much about what the rest of the clan thinks. With all your
concern over power and rank you're starting to sound like the graying bull drakes. I don't
particularly care about my standing as long as I have clanmates and a den to return to after a
long day. The butterfly was beautiful, and I wanted my pelt to be so."
J aji sighed, envious of her light.. hearted outlook. "You may feel that way, but I'm
Skor's youngest cub. The first hunt was so stressful for me. I had to prove my strength not
just in front of him and my dam, but before the entire clan; they expected a cub of Skor and
Allurato return with a strong pelt like their previous cubs. I wish I had known your tactics
when it was our first hunt. Maybe I would have caught that tiger."
"But you proved yourself fine, and the clan is certainly impressed to this day. Why do
you think the cubs and clearlings still pester you for the story?" Ishira reassured with a laugh.
"Y ou only succeeded when you stopped being preoccupied and you did what you wished.
Honesty was your best hunting trick that day. If you worry too much otherwise and that red
fur you worked hard for will fall out, Jaji."
It did not take long for the group to reach Drack Lake, the largest lake in the royal
territory. It was a secluded watering hole clear, deep, and ringed by the thickest forests and
mountains. The perfect water source for the dams and sires rearing their cubs in the nearby
Home Dens, Drack Lake was only a short flight away, and in the driest, hottest part of the
year a soothingly cool bath.
"Last one in eats duck bones!" Ishira yelled. Without formality she sprang into the
water, leaving a massive, cloudy splash in her wake.
The clearlings eagerly followed her, chirping and mewing gleefully as they paddled in
the reedy shallows. J aji dove in after Ishira, the deep waters refreshing after a long hunt in
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the sweltering shade of the forest. The air was warming each day as the dry season started
creeping on after the temperate; soon the air would be thick with a heat and humidity that
would only crack once the monsoon clouds reared their thunderheads. As he swam out to
meet his broodmate, Jaji plunged his head underwater and snatched up an unwary bass. After
a deadening crunch he swallowed the wriggling fish whole.
Ishira bobbed in the lake, carefully preening the last of the mud from her wings with
her teeth. She was now mostly clean, her ebony fur exposed to dry. Her feathers were a dull
mottled brown on the underwing like leaf litter, complementing her copper-colored breast
plates. The dorsal sides of her feathers, however, starkly contrasted her humble brown
colorings, such a vibrant blue it looked as if Ishira had gathered her feather colors from the
ky it . If. The hue colored her pinions, crest feathers, and tail feathers, all tinged in a rim of
black.tt th V.ln . Though she had preyed on a lowly butterfly, Jaji had always felt she had
claim d a radiantly beautiful pclt.
Jaji paddled up to her. Heslippcd his hcad beneath the water and before she could
retort quirted her in the face, his extended chcek sacs holding a copious amount of water.
"1-{ y!" I. hiril chuckled. Sh swallowed a swig of water and spouted back.
"1 h nks agilin for helping with the hunting lesson," Jaji said between sprays.
"My pi a ur ," I hira miled. "Other than the fact it waS an invitation from a prince
of th Druck Clan, it was a favor to a broodmate. Besides, Fala has enough to worry about
with h .r mating tomorrow."
"V ah," Jaji aid. Normally it wa tradition for the king's cubs who have already
ndur d th ir fir t hunt to prepar th cl arlings for theirs. But ince Fala, the king' only
dragon
cub and J .Iji's old r cubmate, was engrossed in preparing for h r upcoming mating,
Skor h d con nt d to I t Jaji ac;k 1 hira to help him instead. Jaji didn't mind teaching the
cl nrling how to hunt, having had to entertain and watch them in the Home Dens these past
y r, but man.lging.1 brood of energetic, eager dragon c1earling · alone could be tire ·ome.
J ji wam clo r to Ishira. "W;lit, you still got ome mud on your face." He leaned
ov .r and licked nw. y th rem'lining trac of dirt from h r velv teen nout, brow, and ears.
1 hirn giggl d und r his abr.lsive tongue, but then her eyes locked on the sky. She
g p d, h r cr st flaring in alarm, "Jaji! Look!"
J ji napp d up to glimp . a ilhouette of wings hanging in the cloudless azure over
th ir h d. 'I h cl rling halt d in their play, ye taring wide. For a heartbeat he froze,
unc rt. in if th old r dragon Wei lazily circling or ke nly 'iurveying. When the older drake's
gr n y
pied tht~ two dragon floating in th lake his wing cupped, letting himself fall
into tight div lik
wooping hawk.
With dr ad Jnji r alized th drak ' r ~lr·J talon w re aimed traight for hi throat.
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Bluebeard
Chelsea DeTorres
If she didn't open the door,
there would be no bloodshed,
no betrayal,
no new betrothal.
If she didn't come down the stairs,
he could forget his knife,
lock up the corpses,
lose the memories.

If she didn't turn the key,
he could walk the halls,
wishing and wandering,
with a wife who trusted
Him.
He wiped the blood off his chin
and waited
for the creak of hinges
for his wife.
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Fragmented Perfection
Alyssa Spaulding
He died on the twenty-first of May. This he knew.
But there was no great paradise of sky or an oblivion in flam.es for him.; neither
Nirvana nor Brahman were waiting-there was nothing but this. But this, he thought in the
beginning, was exactly where he wanted to be. So he took it upon him.self to watch over her.
There were, of course, limitations.
But even so, there was a beauty of existing as he did-trapped within the paper of
candid and posed memories alike. He remembered words from. the past on the fanciful
occasion when memories would filter through the sheen of plastic film. that covered the
world. Not necessarily of who spoke them, but he remembered every word better than he
ever had in life, unchanged by the passing time.
He felt nothing, could touch nothing, but still he traveled from. one photograph to the
next. He followed her when he could, a shade in her reflection on the glass of those fram.es.
And when he wasn't watching over her, he remembered.
"You know what? You can be such an asshole sometim.es."
"Really? And I always thought that that's what I liked about you."

,/

?n the twenty-eighth of May, he bore witness to her tears from. the birthday snapshot
on the fireplace mantle, unable to blink his forever-still eyes or reach out to her with paper
hands.
Behind the glass of a fixed stare the sight of her bowed over on the living room. couch
was haunting, crowded as she was by the middle-class luxury of their one-story hom.e. If he
could, ~e would cry with her, and though the reason would be different, he figured that it
wouldn t matter anyway.
::God, just stop it! Life isn't perfect. Why can't you just accept that?"
And why can't it be perfect? Why can't our lives be better than this?"
"B ecause t hat' s not how the world works. What do you call this, peaceful
disagreement?"
"Don't do that."
"Do what? Yell at you? Because I can do damned well what I please."
"No. Don't fight me when you're scared."
"I' m not scare,
d I' m angry."
"N 0, you ' re not; you're afraid."
Black didn't become her, his widowed songbird wife and her sobs that weren't in
anyway graceful or picturesque felt odd in his paper ears. '
"And what could I possibly be afraid of?"
"You're scared of everything going right."
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On the sixth of June, a whim of masochism seemed to have befallen her, and he
awoke in her hands, the scrapbook blinking open and yawning wide. Her fingers, the hands
that he had once memorized by touch, flipped through their pictures, prints of happiness and
laughter.
But she had always been so much more than simple smiles and stiff poses.
She held slivers of him in her hands, weighing each piece against the other. In her
right, she grabbed hold of their vacation on the beach, when the water had yet to dry on their
skin. The sand had tangled his hair from the unphotographed moment he had spent beneath
her, pressed into the sea shell floor as she imbibed his laughter.
But he remembered too the ocean waves that were as loud as their quarreling yells and
as beautiful and sloppy as their half-hearted apologies.
Beneath the fingertips of her left hand, she traced his body amidst the rest of her
family during the reunion in California. Trapped within a still frame of a cheesed smile, he
recalled the tears after the revival of family burdens by the lake. He had held her as she
screamed, his shortened nails delicately scratching her scalp as he whispered nonsense to her
until all the words he had left were just sweetheart, sweetheart. He comforted her even after
she had punched him seconds before, blaming him for everything he had nothing to do with.
But even he had known that blaming him was easier for her than admitting there was no one
to blame at all.
He looked up at her from the pictures she cried over, all complacent smiles and polite
cheerfulness. But he grasped onto all the time in between with such thirst, everything
broken and repaired between them
Those were, after all, the m~ments in which his sweetheart had shined, more alive
and real than all the photographs she touched with longing fingertips. And as time pa~sed, as
if time mattered to the dead, those memories grew stronger, focusing like a lens each time
she held him, mourned him, loved him.
He wished for many things, to be able to feel his wife's feather-touch over .him, to be
able to give her even the smallest sign that he had kept his promise, but most pertlnent was
the fruitless wish to steal away her pain for himself. He wanted to give her the mom~nts of
happiness that she so mourned, whilst giving himself this moment where she loved hlm. To
capture her tears for himself and her. But the hands trapped in the pictures could never
move, and she would never know he was even there.
So he kept his silent vigil, witness to her compassion and pain. He both wished for
her to love him always and for her to find the happiness she cried for.
Selfishness wanted her love even beyond death, but he knew it wouldn't last.
"I'm so tired of you."
"I am too."
"Tired of who: me or you?"
"Does it matter?"
He remembered a sigh, as light and shallow as the time when enough could have
meant something.
"No, I guess it doesn't."
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They had lived together for years, and for stupid, petty and nOrtllal reasons,
everything about them went wrong. For all the reasons of falling apart, theirs was simply
from the simple pressure of sharing existences.
But ever since the sixth of June, she kept the scrapbook close. So perhaps, he thought,
everything about them had somehow gone right after all. And though there were other
photos to travel through, he sometimes stayed within her book, waking only when she
missed him enough to open it.
"It's okay," she said randomly as she stood motionless by the coffee pot, mug
forgotten in her hand.
He remembered a guilty silence.
On the fourth of August, the world was burning, one by one, as his sweetheart slipped
the pictures of them into the fireplace flames. On the fourth her devotion had apparently
run out, too tired to support a dying heart, and it had begun to shed its skin of the burdens.
He couldn't even cry out to her from the blackening corners she suspended above the flames.
Ashes now, the pictures of their smiles from the creek by her mother's house, of their
kiss beneath the mistletoe.
But he didn't leave. As those ashes fell he watched her while she set what was left of
him aflame. He didn't need to hear her voice
know she was tired of grieving, tired of
facing mistakes - his and hers - in every frame within every room. Awry, his desire to be
angry, to scream or beg, collapsed in the lost forever he dwelled in. Because even though he
knew blaming her for running away would be easy, he knew too that there was no one to
blame at all.

:0

On the gallows of her lashes, her tears of surmounting regret hung. But even as she
She was grieving, she was
runnlng away, but didn't she deserve to?
Didn't she deserve more than this?

burn~d their past, there was an undeniable truth in the embers.

The.world was burning, and she was slipping away, but still he stayed. He stayed in
t h e b lacken1ng scrap
·1 h
. . h
. h
d
H
e
s untt t ey were no more only to wake again 1n er arsonist an s.
could
have
run
to
th
t
h
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f
h·
'
f
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h
eo er p1ctures 0
1mself in the house away rom Ires an ac lng
earts, but he didn't. He stayed in this last moment when ~he was still his and watched their
world burn.
And he never looked away.
"Tell me the truth."
"About what?"
"Do you love me anymore?"
He remembered not knOWing what to say only because he didn't know the truth, and
if he didn't know the truth, then he couldn't eve~ tell her a lie. So he said nothing.
Her tears had hurt in a way that stung like shame but it was her nod that twisted his
gut, as if she understood.
'
And maybe she did understand.
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Forty-t~o pictures she burned yesterday, and though there were a hundred and fifty

more for him to travel from, he knew that it was the end. She didn't belong to him
anymore, even if he belonged to her still.
So when she walked into their bedroom, he didn't follow her through the Sears
portraits of them, didn't watch over her through their wedding photograph on the dresser as
she fell asleep. Everywhere else, he watched her slip away but never the bedroom. He didn't
belong there anymore.
Thus on the sixth of October when she led a man, stranger to him and perhaps to her
too, in that room, he escaped to the snapshot of himself sleeping on the couch with his mouth
comically wide. And he recognized futility.
It wasn't love in the next room, but one day it would be. Maybe not with that man,
maybe not with the next one, but one day she would throwaway more pictures to make
room for the new.
He didn't even wonder what would happen if she burned every last photo, and he
avoided thinking about where he would go - should go - and of what lay beyond.
It didn't matter anyway.
SIX

"Sweetheart," he called out to her , seconds before the chestnut door devoured her to
spit her out again into the outside world.
She had understood, he thought, and that was what made him remember. He turned
to her, three days after she asked that question. He was afraid for a second that she left
anyway, even after he called for her. Tell me the truth, she had said, so when he saw that she
hadn't left, that she was waiting-had always been waiting-he told her the truth.
"I do love you."
Then he saw something snap and break within her, a constant in her life that slippe~
from her delicate fingers. She had been waiting for so long, waiting for him to leave, for him
to stay, for something. In the ripple of her silence, he was worried that he was too late, that
her doubt had rightfully robbed her of forgiveness.
. "
"I still love you," he said again, "and I'm not going to leave you. Ever. I promise.
"I told you not to lie to me."
As he watched her take the stranger to their bed - her bed - he found himself wishing
that he had lied.
"Shut up! Don't give me all of that right now. I'm too angry to put up with you right
now. Just because you say a bunch of pretty bullshit words won't change that."
F or all the time after he rediscovered his wife, he had kept true to his promise to stay.
And for all the stupid, petty and normal reasons in the world to fall apart, he refused to go
down without a fight.
"I love you."
"I'm still angry."
"I'm still here."
Framed portraits, misplaced candid shots, he could travel through them all. Yet his
grip on acceptance, on his consciousness so closely bound now to delirium, could handle only
so much of existing through the printed past to watch the future roll on without him.
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So on the thirteenth of November, he retreated into her scrapbook and settled into the
slivers and cracks of their life yet unable to find a home in any of the pieces.
It took him twenty"one days to find the memory he wished to live in for years and
years after all the photographs would inevitably burn or tarnish with age, after the love of his
life would move beyond the need for the scrapbook.
A newspaper clipping, a small article dedicated more to the accident than to him,
hidden in the last page....he would wait for her, in the book, in that folded moment when
enough was all they needed.

"I love you-please don't go."
Flames and blood, metal and glass, but at least he had done well protecting her.
.
It took her thirty ..eight seconds to understand. He was beyond the help that had yet to
arnve, and he could see the awful revelation on her face that he would break his promise
after all.
!t tOok. her thirty..eight seconds to realize everything that he had already known.
.
Our life wasn't perfect. But it was pretty damn close, wasn't it?" she whispered to
h lde the tears.
.

It was.

He remembered smiling and he thought that he might remember telling her: yes, yes
'
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A T ale from a Goblin's Heart
Chelsea DeTorres
Run, run!
The goblin boys come!
They'll steal your heart, your eyes, your bones.
They suck your soul right out from your skin!
Or worse, or worse, or worse ....
In a time that has been forgotten, when young ladies and gentleman courted each
other with chivalry and grace and a proper young lady did what a proper lady did, there
existed the night market. I n the night market, one could find love potions and beauty
powders, small charms that died in the day, hexes for malice and jinxes for mischievous
ways. Most of the treasures and curses that propriety bought broke down quickly, however.
They were only toys after all.
There were darker things to play with if one dared. Society may turn up its noses, but
at times the young ladies and gentleman did want certain pleasures that could not be bought
with money, pleasures their parents would deny ever having used in their own youth.
And, of c.ourse, there were the goblin boys.
.
The gobhn boys always stood in the alleys between the brightly colored, moonht
stalls. They leaned against the building walls like malevolent shadows, their green or golden
eyes flashing violence if one dared to peek out of the corner of one's eye.
Melinda dared.
She had been thrust of the house with the son of one of her father's acquaintances.
Her mother had forced a parasol into her hands before shoving her out the door, as if even
the moon's light would be too much for her daughter. Melinda was a beauty: with her .
flowing dark hair and deep blue eyes, not to mention the china .. bone skin that was hearttly
desired at the time.
Her father hadn't even bothered with a proper introduction to the gentleman whose
hand was escorting her around the night market _ a hand that was producing surely a fatal
amount of sweat through his gloves, the yellow stain rapidly spreading. The boy was a son of
her father's superior at the bank, Melinda's best offer. Her father had probably already
arranged the match and considered it a sure thing; surely a lady like Melinda would never
refuse.
Carl James Frederickson VI had wasted no time letting Melinda know his name, and
his polo pony preferences, and his choice of gaming tables as well as, of course, what a
handsome and perfect specimen of man he was and that Melinda should consider herself
lucky to be with him.
She was surprised that he had agreed to take her to the night market. She often asked
her mother or her lady's maid, but it was considered improper for a young woman without a
male guard. This was her first unchaperoned date, a date where she could potentially be led
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around to things she did not want to see, such as polo ponies. Instead, Carl J ames had agreed
without hesitation and she was finally here.
Adjusting her shawl, and trying to draw a deep breath against her tightly tied ~orset,
she stepped away from Carl, letting his hand slip out of hers of its own accord. Carl did not
notice. He had been distracted by a buxom blonde maid selling lilies and roses, guaranteed to
bring luck. Melinda wondered if she cared about polo ponies.
Melinda's shawl dropped to the ground as she began walking away.
"Miss Braxton! Your shawl!" Carl's voice caught up to her and she turned. She w~s
shocked that he had noticed, but there he was. With the shawl, stained hy a mud puddle In
his hands, he readjusted it around her shoulders. She let him. What else could she do?
"Really, Miss Braxton! What would your father say?" He bowed curtly to her and for
a moment he made as if to take her arm once more, to begin the charade of their date anew,
~hen a deli.cate laugh caught his attention. Adjusting his silk tie - made by the finest
Silkworms In all of China, of course - he bowed to Melinda.
"I WI'11 Just
.
b e a moment more and then we can proceed to dinner.
.
" H e turne d from
~er then, presuming she'd follow as expected of a lady, but he did not turn again as he leaned
Into the stall with flower seller.
Instead, Melinda strolled alone through the night market, attracting the stares and
glares of propriety as they too strolled about, whispering that she must be a fal~en ~oman or
~orse, of no class; no proper young lady would walk unescorted. Melinda didn t mind. She
liked being alone and there was plenty to see at the night market.
. Cats, tabbies and Persians and the like, stood on table tops, caterwauling about mugs
of ~11k, ~eer, wine, blood that never emptied. Old men sold beans that could sprout stalks
~tralg~t Into the sky. Blacksmiths brought forth hero-swords, an item that had fallen out of
avor In these times, but blacksmiths lived in perpetual hope. There were glass flowers that
one cracked to make aWls
. h . S tars b
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.
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small
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h arl was obviously not concerned about keeping Melinda from harm any longer. The
ast s e. saw
. h t was out of the corner of her eye, as he s l
d behind the
h h of him that nlg
y yI
steppe
s t a11 Wit t e blonde. It was 0 b VI0US
.
1"1"
he wanted something besides roses or lies or luck .
d' The moon had been shamelessly showing the fullness of her figure, when the clouds,
guar lans o~ propriety, had rushed into to stop her. It had even begun to drizzle a little.
Mehnda paused by a table, where a hunched old crone was selling fruit. The elderly
woman wore a coarse black cape over a dark burlap dress. One eye was squeezed shut and the
other seemed to be made of glass. Melinda wondered how she saw. The crone was crying out
to the night, advertising her wonders and wares, of apples to make one sleep, of peaches to
make one cry, strawberries to make one die. Melinda gently fondled the dark red apples, but
it was the strawberries that she held in her hands a moment or two, considering her fate.
"Not for you, dearie," the crone snarled, before snatching the strawberry froIn her
hands. "Move along. Your fate is not here." The crone turned and walked deeper into the
hut, leaving her wares unattended.
.
Melinda was shocked and appalled by the crone's assumption. Death was certainly an
option. She wanted freedom. She wanted to stop being a proper young lady and death was
obviously the easiest route.
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She was sick of her mother tying her laces too tight, preparing her waistline to
impress her father's guests. She was tired of her lady's maid, smacking her with her fan,
when Melinda expressed an opinion opposing a gentleman's at any of society's ball. She was
sick of her father, meeting men in the den, where it was assumed Melinda would not dare to
eavesdrop, where her father would decide her fate in exchange for money, cigars, power,
where he would use a daughter as if she were no more than breeding stock. Melinda was done
with tight dresses, ladylike silences and a future as a wife and mother. Melinda wanted to
breathe and dance and run and scream and her family, society, would never let her.
She rolled the strawberry in her hands, unconsciously, never realizing she had stolen
it from the hag. The sordid juices leaked out and stained her hands. Was this her choice?
Would she really just go silently into the night, fainting and dying delicately as a proper
young lady should?
That was when the green glinting in the alleyway caught her attention. She took a
step forward, gripping the cloth of her blue silk gown.
"Hello," she whispered.
His eyes glinted in response.
She was never told his name, and it pleased her, for it meant that her father had no
one to blame when Carl James Frederickson VI did not call the next d.lY or when his father
tore up the marriage contract. There was no man he could hunt down wh n M linda began
to return later and later each night, always managing to e 'cape her locked room and
chambermaid guards. Perhaps there was magic involved; her goblin boy leaking Icep over
the household. Perhaps the chambermaids were bribed with th father's stash of bourbon. nd
passed out obediently. Perhaps it was a little of both. Eventually. her f.lther gave up. cll('h
time swearing only to disown her; he would, too, if he could ever get hi · h.mds on enough
money without a daughter to barter in the game of marriag .
Her mother cried wh n Melinda began leaving not only th pointle p. r.1 01, but h r
shawl and her gloves and the pin that caught up her hair, and ometimcs even her d g.lnt
boot, but Melinda was rar Iy around to s e.
"Hello," she whi pered, racing barefoot into hi • rm, t again, moonlight ti(kling
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rar Iy aid much, but
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from the world. The sleeves of her dress often fell down, revealing sudden glimpses of the
moons on her chest. She shook her head with the delight she found in having her curls
bounce around her face.
At times, he tugged up her dress or pushed back her hair, but Melinda knew he loved
doing it. He never once mentioned the words propriety, society, or courtship, another
attribute Melinda adored. She learned to dance down the alleyways, learn to smell the faint
scent of glass flowers amidst the heavy smog of the city, to bite into unenchanted fruit and
leave the juices dripping down her chin. He was always there smiling ruefully at her antics
and experiments with her freshly created liberty. He never joined in, but he was always
quick to snub the comments of passersby, whether with a look or the threat of something
more. He was Melinda's protector and she loved it. She reveled in it. She was finally free to
be whoever she wanted to be and that was enough.
Something was different this time, though, and Melinda was the one smiling ruefully.
They had walked past the city limits, a little ways into the countryside. It was quite a walk
.She didn't mind. She knew what he wanted. And she was ready.
Gurgling gently among beeches and oaks was a small stream, and they settled
themselves by it. Melinda was pleased. He had never led her here before and she knew it was
perfect for this night.
He gripped her again and began his deep kisses. She inhaled his scent, lustfully
reliahed the tute of his strong lips. He paused and pressed her to him, and she clutched back,
memorizing the shape of his shoulders, the feel of his muscles, the slight scent of sweat from
their walk.
"Melinda, I must tell you something," he began. She put a finger to his lips and then
replaced it with her own set of ruby ones.
"I already know," she replied. "I love you." She hugged him again and felt the press of
hia lips to her ears.
"Oh, Melinda, I love you too," he whispered, "but you can't know this. I must tell
you-"
She pulled away, arms still around his neck. She looked deep into his eyes, the green
only sparking sadnes right now. She saw the pain in his eyes and knew it was almost time.
She pushed a stray strand of blond hair from his eyes and smiled.
"I have always known you, my goblin boy," Melinda said softly, a tear falling despite
the joyous smile on her lips. "And I know what you must do. I will always love you." She
ki..ed him for the lut time.
His eyes betrayed his shock, and he paused. "I will always love you as well, Melinda."
He replied in the same tone. The moon was their only witness. She turned away at the last
moment, hidden in a veil of proper clouds that guarded her from the intimacy of their
moment.
Later, while he wu still ucking on the last juicy remnants on her thigh bone, he
g chered up his love and buried his by the side of the stream, something he had never done
for ny of hi. 'love" before. Melinda had been different, though, and it left a funny feeling
in the corners of hi. eye•. He would alway. love her, of course. He had promised, but it
didn't mean he wouldn't eat her; .he wu food, after all. He had never loved any of the other
a irl.; oh, he may have told them he did, but only because love gave off the best flavor, a
flavor worth waitina the week neces.ary to cultivate it. In memory of that ta te, a line of
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drool began to leak from his mouth before he wiped it away. His eyes flashed in the
moonlight, green and greedy as ever. He slowly returned to the city to hunt, remnants of
sadness over the one girl who had truly known him still throbbing in his heart.
But a goblin has to eat.
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Death Carries a Business Card
Jessica Sharp
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"Do you realize everything that dying entails? There are an awfullot of details that
are overlooked." This time the voice was followed by the sound of footsteps that came from
down the alley. "Every cell in your body starts choking and dying, neurons become confused,
sending erratic last messages, limbs begin to twitch, and of course there is the matter of
bowels empting." the voice chuckled. "Well, are you as ready to die as you think you are?"
One of the men was probably just messing with me; like a cat playing with its food.
"Why does it matter to you?" I croaked; my voice was growing tired. I looked down
the alleyway. The footsteps continued until I could make out a figure in the distance. The
owner of the voice was a young man; he couldn't have been much older than me. He was
dressed in a neat black suit with a dark red dress shirt. It was too dark in the alley too make
out the details of his face, but his skin was so pale he was almost glowing. He came closer to
me and I could better make out his face', his features were calm and even, and there was a
slight smirk curling on his thin lips.
"If you're going to kill me just do it," I spat. He was messing with me. I knew he was.
"Amazingly I am here to do the exact opposite," he said. He knelt down next to me
and I shivered. It was as though he was radiating cold. "I am here to save you."
"Who are you?" It was the only thing I could think to say.
The men yelling from the other end of the alley drew my attention away ~ro~ the
strange man. The drug dealer and his armed friends had found me and were moving In for
their kill. It didn't matter who killed me at that point. I just knew I was going to die.
"But you're not," the man said quietly.
"Not what?" Did he just read my mind? I stared at him, and he nodded slightly before
replying.
"Going to die. Now just sit tight here while I take care of this. Then we can have a
proper conversation," he said, turning towards the armed men. I just stared at him. Maybe I
was already dead or dying and this was some sort of hallucination. The armed men moved
closer; they didn't seem the least bit concerned with the strange man.
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The men started towards me and in a moment of panic I forced myself to my ~eet, ut
the blood loss had left me dizzy and I ended up tumbling forward, smacking my face I~to the
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" Y ou re not ylng. Stop being dramatic." I heard the stranger s VOl
gunshots echoed in the alleyway.
1
I squeezed my eyes shut, and braced for the sting of bullets that never came. The on y
thing that followed was silence. Slowly, I lifted my head up.
.
The stranger was leaning against the wall across from me, arms folde~ acros~ ~tS
chest. He nodded over to where the men had been. They were all dead with five effiCient
bullets, one to each of their heads. I looked back to the stranger who shrugged.
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"I told you this isn't your time to die. Here," he said, and kicked a gun over to me.
"It's easier to convince someone that you killed people if you are holding the murder
weapon."
"You killed them?" I pulled myself back into a sitting position, and stared at the gun.
"Yes. It's what I do; death is my business." He was smiling, nothing like the smirk he
had been wearing before. He offered a hand to help me to my feet, which I accepted.
I recoiled as soon as my hand touched his. He was ice cold. It was chilly out here
tonight, sure, but this man's hand felt like nothing short of an ice sculpture. He noticed my
reaction and reached out and grabbed my wrist and pulled me the rest of the way to my feet.
"Who are you?"
"Just an individual in the business of death," he replied.
"You already said that. I mean, who are you? What are you doing here?"
The man didn't reply. He went down and picked up the gun and held it out to me.
"You'll need this," he said.
Without thinking, I reached out and grabbed the weapon from his hands. The thing
felt awkward in my left hand, but my right hand was hanging limply at my side, useless
aside from sending a steady wave of pain through my body. I awkwardly aimed the weapon
at the stranger's head; I was going to get answers from him, one way or another.
"Who are you? What do you want with me?" I demanded. His only reply was to raise
his eyebrows.
"Answer me, damn it!"
"I am just doing business," he said, "and I just wanted to offer you an opportunity to
invest in my business."
I bared my teeth; none of these answers were helping ease my suspicions that this
man was some sort of enforcer, here just to clean up the whole mess.
"I am not gOing
. to k·ll
1 you, "h
t e man said quieti y .
"Then tell me who you are? Who are you with?" I weakly waved the gun at him as I
spoke.
He sighed, "It is unlikely that you will believe me but I am Death."
"Bullshit," I spat.
'
"No, really. I am," he said, and reached in to his back pocket.
As soon as his hand moved, I panicked. The trigger wasn't as heavy as I thought it
would be. It moved easily under my finger, the resulting bang was nearly deafening. I
wat~hed the bullet fly towards the stranger. My shaky hand wasn't aiming anywhere in
particular, but somehow, most likely because we were standing so close to each other, the
bullet hit the stranger in the stomach.
Or at least I thought it did.
I saw the bullet race towards the man. I saw it disappear into his body. The m.an
showed no reaction, not even a wince. There wasn't even a hole in his suit jacket. He barely
paused in his motion of digging something out of his back pocket.
I dropped the gun. "Who ... what are you?"
."1 told you. I am Death. And, yes, you did shoot me, but as you can im.agine, I am.
rather Immune to that sort of thing." He had his wallet in his hand and pulled som.ething out
of it. "Now, this is for you." He held out a simple black business card.
Again, I was left to do nothing but stare. My brain didn't know what to do with itself.
So much had happened: almost dying, being saved, a stranger claiming he's Death, shooting
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said stranger, and now the man was offering me a business card? If it wasn't for the constant
pain in my shoulder, I would say that this was a dream.
"Take it," the man said. "It's just a way to contact me in the future."
I reached out and nervously took the card. In neat curling letters it spelled one word:
Death, and underneath was a normal looking seven.. digit phone number.
"You're Death," I said, still unsure of the reality of the situation, "and you have your
own business card?"
"Yes, it's a matter of business. Managing products, shipments of goods, making sure
the guys up top are kept happy, you know, it's all business." Death explained with a shrug.
"Anyway, this card is for you and if you find yourself in need of assistance feel free to give
me a ring any tim.e. I can't grantee I will be there every time, but I will certainly try and be
there when I am. needed."
Death offered his hand again, asking for a hand shake. Not knowing what else to do, I
stuffed the business card in the front pocket of my hoodie before reaching out and accepting
his hand. If he really was Death that would certainly explain his ice cold skin.
Death left shortly after handing me the business card. He turned and walked down
the alley, but vanished after only a few steps.
I rem.em.ber that I m.anaged to make it back to a road I knew and to a bus stop before
I passed out. When I came to, I was in a hospital bed with Geoffrey standing over me,
grinning like a m.ad man. His normally neatly combed back hair was slightly messy and
there was the beginning of a black eye on his face.
"I didn't know you had it in you!"
I gave him. a confused look. "What do you mean?"
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Geoff was right about one thing, the incident at the warehouse sent me on the way to
becoming "officia1." The day after I left the hospital, well, more like escaped as no one had
any intentions of paying the bill, I decided that I was going to learn how to properly use a
gun. Despite the fact that my first experience with a gun had been less than successful, I
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found that I actually had a talent for firearms. I used this talent to rise in the ranks until I
was the unquestioned person to go to for, as Geoff so delicately put it, clean up. By the tirn.e I
was nineteen, I had lost count of how many people I had killed. It probably should have
bothered me more than it did, but Geoff was so encouraging and it wasn't as though I had
much of a talent for anything else, so I went with it.
While I was rising it seemed Geoff was sinking, but it didn't dawn on Ine exactly
how far Geoff had fallen until I received a simple text message one night. It was written in a
code only a few people understood, but the message was clear. Apparently Geoff had been
caught stealing money and the higher ups decided that it was time to "clean up" the Inatter. I
hadn't seen Geoff in weeks; I had moved out when I was eighteen, and was living rather well
on my own. People tended to pay good money to have their rn.esses cleaned up.
I stared at the message for about thirty minutes, unsure of what to do with Inyself. I
had been killing people for three years, but I had never felt this ache in the pit of Iny stoInach
before, this sort of hesitation and doubt. Everything I had done before was for Geoff's
approval. He was as large part of the reason I was doing so well. Hell, he had practically
raised me. How could I possibly turn around and do this?
Stilling holding the cell phone, I sank down into rn.y couch. How could I suddenly be
unsure about killing, when the very couch I was sitting on was paid for with blood Inoney?
Without really thinking I pulled my wallet from my back pocket.
I had held on the business card this whole time; it was currently tucked in the back of
my wallet. I hadn't looked at it properly since I was in the hospital three years ago, but I
couldn't bring myself to throw it away. Despite the time that had passed, the card was still in
perfect condition. Pure black cardstock with neat, white letters spelled out 'Death' and under
that, 'any questions please call: (545)-446 - 669 1.' I looked at it confused. Had it changed? I
hadn't looked at it a while, but I was sure the part about questions wasn't there before. I
figured it was just a trick my mind was pulling and I forgot about it.
I dialed the number, not knowing what I was to expect. No sooner had I entered the
number and pressed the phone to my ear did I hear Death, only his voice wasn't COIning from.
the phone, but from right behind me.
"You rang.?" h e sal,
·d sounding amused .
. I dropped the phone and turned to see Death standing behind the couch, not looking
any dtfferent than he had the night at the warehouse.
. "Yeah... ,"1 trat·1ed off. Why had I called him? It seern.ed like a good idea. I was
confhcted about something that could possibly result in death, so who was better to consult
than Death himself?
"You want to know if you should follow the order, like the m.any you have followed
before, and kill your friend," Death said, stealing words straight from my brain. He moved
from behind the couch and made himself comfortable in a chair across from me. He sat down
delicately, crossing his legs, propping his arm on the side of the chair, and resting his head on
his hand lazily.
"Yeah." It seemed I was only capable of one syllable answers this evening.
"Hmm, this is a dilemma, isn't it? Kill the man who basically raised you to be what
you are today, or risk losing your creditability in you chosen profession. Tough choice," he
paused looking down at his fingernails, as though inspecting thern. for dirt.
"Geoff... he took care of me when no one else did. Even when he was only seventeen
and selling dope to my mom, he would always ask how rn.y school work was corning and
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me treats. I w as twelve years old and excited at the aspect of counting a real live
gangster as one of my friends. He always called me the brother he never had." I looked over
at Death, who looked unimpressed by my emotional recall of my childhood.
"Daniel," he said, and I jumped at the sound of him using my name, "let me share a
secret of the world: people are fleeting. In the end you are the only person left who will look
out for you. Remember that."
"But how can I just go and shoot him, just like that, and ignore everything he has

~~ne for me?" I was becoming frustrated, not because Death wasn't saying what I wanted
1m to, but because he was saying exactly what I needed to hear.
"Think of it this way," he said, leaning forward in his chair, "Geoffrey wanted you to
succeed in life, correct?"
I nodded.
.
. "Then he would not want you to turn down a job this important," he finished,
grinning.
"I don't know if I can do this," I muttered, looking down at this discarded cell phone.
.
. "Sure you can! I'll even go with you!" Death said standing up from his chair. f you
think It would help you, remember that, in the end, you are not killing anyone, I am.
I nodded, and just like that I made up my mind to kill the man who raised me.

::r

Death was true to his word. He followed me along the all too familiar path to Geo~f's
apartment building. It was freezing outside. I was bundled in a thick leather jacket and skin
tight leather gloves encased my hands. Under my jacket I could feel the weight of the gun .
against my hip. It felt like an ice sickle hanging from my belt. Despite the cold air, J?eath d1d
not seem the least bit phased even though he was still dressed in the same simple SU1t I had
first seen him in.
In no time at all I was standing outside the door to Geoff's apartment, fighting back
memories, with Death standing behind me idly whistling. He had assured me that .no one
could hear or see hirn except me which was comforting and awkward at the same t1me.
I knocked twice and Ge~ff came to the door. He looked terrible; his blonde hair that
was norrnally kept short and slicked back was a greasy mess hanging down ~ver his face. His
eyes had thick, dark circles under them and there were a few fresh cuts to hiS face.
.
"Hey, Daniel, man, what brings ya here?" His voice was weak and cracked, but sull
he seemed glad to see me.
"Can I corne in?" I said, smiling slightly. I glanced back at Death, who offered what I
could only assurne was an encouraging smile.
"Yeah, uh, sure. It's filthy in here, but when hasn't it been?" He laughed weakly and
stepped aside, allowing me inside. As soon as I was in he closed and locked the door; I
noticed the addition of several more locks. He knew people would be after him.
Death rnaterialized in the apartment and stood behind me. "Do it quickly. Get it over
with," he said. It was like the cartoons of devils and angels on people's shoulders who guide
their actions, except I was missing my angel.
"I needed to talk to you," I said.
"No you didn't," Death whispered.
"Sure," Geoff said, motioning to the cluttered living room. There were piles of dishes
and clothing everywhere along with several half packed suitcases and boxes. He moved over
to a set of chairs and began shifting through the mess to clear off a place to sit. As his back
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was turned I reached into my coat and wrapped my hands around the gun. There was a
heavy silencer attached, making the gun heavier, but it was comfortable in lTIy hand, so
unlike the first time I held a gun, yet somehow my hands were shaking.
.
Geoff's back was to me when I moved closer and took aim. Death was now standing
next to me, just in my line of vision.

My finger was positioned on the trigger ready to pull it when Geoff turned around.
His eyes went wide. There was a look of complete and utter despair on his face. I felt myself
waiver until Death reached out and placed an icy cold hand on my wrist.
"Daniel. .." Geoff breathed.
"I'm sorry," I said quietly. I wasn't sure if he even heard me, because at the same I
squeezed the trigger.
Despite what people think, silencers didn't make guns silent. They quiet thetn down,
but ~ns are still loud weapons. I didn't have the time to stand around and contemplate wha~
I had Just done. Death was smiling as he followed me back to my own aparttnent. I knew thiS
was his job and everything, but I couldn't figure out what about this situation tnade hitn so
happy.

Regardless of how I felt after killing Geoff, it had an undeniable positive effect on my

c~reer. It made me look heartless, cold, and ruthless, which apparently were traits that were

h.g~y

valuable in my profession. I found out very quickly that word of mouth was the best
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employers, freelance work was easy to find and very lucrative. Two years after Geoff died, I
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.I.kept taking jobs because it was the only I knew. I had become completely
desens.t12:ed to death. On the matter of Death I still kept the card tucked in the back of my
wallet no matter where I went. Interestingly ,
card never showed any signs of wear and
tear.
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I had.
The worst part about sniper jobs was the waiting. I was glad, at least, for the
comfortable.weather. Not too warm, but with just enough of a chill to the air to make it
pleasant. Be.ng that I was jammed in an awkward corner on an apartment building roof, I
took comfort where I could find it. My gun was set up, aiming at the hotel down the street.
The target was supposed to be there by eight o'clock and it was already past seven fifty. I
only had the briefest chance for a shot.
'
A. saw th~ target's entourage turn the corner and I took my position behind the scope.
I had no .dea wh.ch car the target was in, but I aimed somewhere in the middle, hoping I had
the time I needed to make the shot.
The car doors opened and I took aim; I was ready. I had to wonder, though, who was
this man that was worth so much money. I had heard his name around, but I wasn't sure
exactly who he was. I blinked and focused back to the scope before squeezing the trigger. As
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soon as I did, I realized that something had gone very wrong. I had been off focus. I had
missed the target completely. I must have hit someone because there was chaos in the street.
I cursed aloud to myself. This was too large of a job to screw up! I refocused, trying to see if I
could still get a shot in, and quickly realized there was no way to do this. I needed to move
fast. I didn't have time to fix my mistake.
"Y ou know, day dreaming on the job is a rather bad habit." I twisted around in my
hiding place to see Death standing over me. I was tempted to yell at him to get down before I
remembered that I was the only one that could see him.
"I didn't call you. Why are you here?" I hissed, beginning to disassemble my gun.
"Y ou don't need a phone to call me," he said, squatting down to be on my eye level.
"Anyway, I can help you."
"Why would you do that?"
"No reason," he said, with a smile that said just the opposite. "Stop that," he said,
"
motioning to me as I was d~taching the scope. "Just take aim, and I. will take care of the rest
I was about to tell him that there was nothing he could possibly do when he sudden y
vanished. I screwed the scope back into place quickly and looked down at the scene. ~
couldn't make heads or tails of what was going on. I saw a group of dark suited men In a
huddle and assumed that to be where the target was. Death had about ten seconds to prove he
could do something before I was gone.
Four seconds into my countdown, I watched Death calmly stroll over to the group of
men. He lingered outside the huddle for a few seconds before the suits dispersed and I saw
the target clearly. He was pushing his guards away from him, and moving more into the
open.
I didn't want to miss my second chance, and pulled the trigger once more.
In time with the gunshot, Death reappeared besides me.
"Y
ou' re we 1corne, k'd
I, " h e sal'd .
"How did you do that ... Why did you do that?"
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myself walking the same streets I had once followed Geoff down.
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I got a room in an out-of-the-way motel. I had no idea what I was doing with my life.
After the rooftop incident, and inadvertently starting a war, I pulled myself off the radar and
took a vacation of sorts. Two years later, I was back at home.
Nothing seemed to have changed. The small diner Geoff and I would go to after his
weekly drops was still there and still serving the same chili-cheese fries he and I would split.
I ordered a plate of them for dinner, but couldn't manage to eat the whole thing. I wandered
around the city blocks for a few hours, taking in the subtle changes. The warehouses where I
had almost died and first met Death were no longer abandoned, and the apartment building
Geoff had lived in was condemned.
I should have cared more than I did. I just couldn't bring myself to really care about
anything. I stared up at the apartment building and realized that I didn't regret killing Geoff.
Somehow, I didn't regret anything.
Having enough of nostalgia, I headed back to my hotel, cutting through alley ways
and taking back streets. Even after all this time, I knew this city like the back of my hand. As
I walked back, I found myself thinking about Death. I was still puzzled about what he said
about asking a favor of me, but two years later I had yet to hear from him. I occasionally
pulled the card from my wallet and looked at it, considered calling, but never actually
following through. I was still curious at how he knew I needed help that day on the roof.
.
I had stopped thinking about the oddity of having Death's phone number a while ago.
I Just considered it my special gift, my talent, and the one thing that really set me apart from
the rest of the world. I did not question if he was real or not anymore. Occasionally, logic
reared its ugly head, but the matter was too tiring to attempt to sort out. Death was a young,
aveorage man with dirty blonde hair and simple features, who always wore a dark suit and a
smile. That was it.
o I was ~aught up in my thoughts, and since my feet knew the way I wasn't exactly
paying attention to my surroundings.
I did notice, however, when I felt the cool metal of a gun barrel pressed against my
back. I smiled to myself. I had three different weapons on my person at the moment, and I
~ould t~ll from where the gun was pressed that the would-be-shooter was more than likely
Just a kid.
I held up my hands dramatically, before turning around.
"Kod"
I sal,
"d" t h is is a bad idea "
1,
"Shut u I" h k o
.
ld 'b
p. t e Id snarled, and I couldn't help but be reminded of myself. He
cou n t e more than fifteen years old, and it was obvious that he was in way over his head
and completel bl"
y 0 IVIOUS. It was easy to look at his short black hair and instead see my own
~rown hair, matted and sweaty on my nervous brow. I s~e his short, pudgy stature and
ln~teadosee my own awkward lanky stance. It was so surreal, like looking through a one-way
mirror Into the past.
0

"~ell, is this a robbery? Is that what the guys are asking for nowadays to 'get in'?" I
asked, adding the quotes with my fingers.

"N~," the kid said sharply. "I know who you are. They told me if I killed you, they
wo~ld fo~glve my brother." I wasn't surprised. I figured Dalton would have some hurt
feehngs since I left for bigger and better things.
"Oh, really now. So what exactly did your brother do?" I asked
"None of your damn bUSiness, but I have to kill you!" His hands were shaking as he
pointed the gun at me.
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I took a step back. "Sorry, kid, but I have no intention of dying tonight, so I think we
have a problem." I lowered my hands, and the kid tensed. He wasn't going to shoot me.
There was no way. I started to reach into my jacket slowly, as the kid stood shaking, gun still
trained on my stomach.
"Stop moving!" the kid yelled. I just shook my head.
"Look kid, we both know you aren't going to ... ," I was interrupted mid sentence by a
sharp pain in my gut. I hadn't even registered the gunshot before I was doubled over holding
my stomach in shock as blood rushed from my body.
I looked up at the kid. His eyes went wide, terror etched on his face. He tossed the
gun away before turning and running away leaving me alone in a back alley bleeding.
My brain was a jumble of pain, but somehow I managed to convince my body to
listen to me, and I dug my wallet from my pocket, and fumbled for Death's business card.
The card was barely in my hand before I heard Death's distinctive voice from down
the alley.
"This is a familiar sight," he said, his tone painfully cheerful.
"Please," I gasped. "Help."
"The last time something like this happened, you seemed so ready to expire, why
have things changed?" he asked. He was now standing over me, smirking.
.
"I don't want to die," I said. And I didn't. I never wanted to die. I was scared to die.
Death was a natural thing for a human to be fearful of.
"Not quite," Death piped in, reminding me of his ability to read my mind, "m~st
humans, when face to face with death, are not fearful. Ten years ago, you were accepting, but
now, after ten years of bloodshed and body counts, you are fearfuL"
"What ... " I wheezed, my body denying my attempt at speaking.
Death knelt down in front of me. "Daniel, you were a good kid ten years ago, you
were a stupid kid following around your hero in a desperate attempt for approval. You ,:,"ere
normal." Death paused for a second looking up at the night sky, a considerate look on hls .
face. He looked back to me, grinning, "You want to know a secret? You were supposed to dle
behind that warehouse ten years ago."
h
I had figured as much. At this point, I was grateful Death had access to my thoug ts
because my body had all but given up. One hand was still pressed into the wound on my
stomach though it was doing nothing to stop the blood.
.
d
"I set you on your path," Death said. "I helped you along when you needed It, an
molded you into exactly what I wanted you to be."
'What was that?' I thought, and Death's face lit up.
"To be me." He stood up and shrugged off his suit jacket and I saw at once t~at the
shirt I had always assumed was a dark red, was actually white, and the red was a staln that
blossomed out from Death's chest.
"You see," he said, undoing the top button of his shirt, "Death, this form of death
anyway, starts as a human that must meet certain requirements, one of those being a body
count. That part is easy enough to get but it's the details that are difficult." He pulled open
the top of his shirt and I saw a gaping' wound in the center of his chest. "Betra~a~:" Death
said, counting on his fingers, "and killing of peace, and then the absence of gUilt. He paused,
"Well, and of course, the body count, which, by the way, yours is great. It far out numbers
mine and I was killed in war!"
'Y ou died?' I questioned in my head and Death smiled.
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"Over four hundred years ago. Just like you, I was groomed to fulfill every aspect of
becoming Death."

I stared at Death, my vision becoming fuzzy. I felt my body shiver and shake. I was
dying. This was it. My mind began to panic. But all the same the sensation was like that of
falling asleep, and the closer to sleep I got, the less aware of the pain I was. Just as I was
drifting into darkness, I felt a violent jerk that pulled me back to reality and the pain.
"Ah, the downside to being Death," he said, poking at his own wound. "This has been
bleeding for centuries, and I still can't get used to it." He looked to me. "Death isn't dead, by
the way. You will live in the state you are now, forever, or until you can find someone to
replace you."
I couldn't believe what I was hearing. This was a dream. It had to be. I would wake
up and I would be in my hotel. Or better yet, I would wake up and be sixteen, sleeping on
GeofPs fold away sofa.
"Wishful thinking will get you nowhere, and that is just friendly advice," Death said.
I
up at him. Somehow my vision was restoring itself, but the pain in my gut was
groW1ng sharper.

loo~ed

Death suddenly let out a terrifying laugh and fell to his knees. I watched as his body
decay like a video on fast forward. In the span of seconds I watched as his skin bloated and
shrank. His hair grew, became discolored, and fell from his scalp. His bones became
v1s1ble as skin l'd ff' h k b £ .
..
S 1 0
1n c uc s e ore turn1ng to ash and d1sappeanng.
When the man I once knew as Death was nothing more than skeleton, he turned to
me.

t~e~

"I finally can rest, I finally can die, and for once I am not afraid."
f . I w.atched as his bones fell into a pile of dust and at the same moment, I felt all sense
°h
d,sappear. I was no longer tired and my body no longer felt as though it was
s
~tt1ng
down.
The bullet wound in my stomach still hurt like hell, but I was no longer
d ylng.

dy~g

d I slowly pulled myself to my feet, and realized I still had the business card in my
a; · It was now smeared with my blood, and instead of the neat letters spelling out Death,
an a phone number there were four words.
Y OUT turn. Have fun.
h
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Medu
N aom.i Thom.pson
I went to the house of Lorked, my son, I went down to the depths of my soul.
I listened to the howl of the Medu, my son, and it shattered the depths of my bones.
I stayed course with feet walking, knees bending, a song of death in my head.
I did not falter in trembling nor waver in wanting, not once, nor twice in my tread.
Though my heart beat its wings and my soul did scream
I did not let my energy fade.
Descent into darkness the depths of demise
I did not let my energy fade.
I carne to the Hall of Asid, my son, I came to the hall of my dread.
I listened to the howl of the Medu, my son, and I felt the fingers of death.
My spleen did leave and my throat was seized
I did not let my energy fade.
I crept in the depths of the House of Lorked
I did not let my energy fade.
In sight was the monster Creator of Self I had hunted and noW turned my gaze.
My soul collapsed and my eyes were cast
On the soulless and deadless Medu.
His mouth erupted in snarls, my son, his tongue was covered in bile.
Coated in filth his debasement was vile.
He was chained to the wall in iron bands and anchored down with lead
His limbs were swollen and bruised, my son, the Medu could not raise his head.
I met with my eyes a fathomless black, this Creature, this soulless Medu.
Without end - without thought, a swirling abyss that is fraught
With hard rock and thick steel, his legs bent half... kneel
His eyes were comfortless sacks.
I beheld the Creature of Asid, my son, I saw him and mourned for his life.
My soul was his grave and my limbs were his sighs,
I keened for the Creature below.
I tended his wounds - not once did I swoon
I did not let my energy fade.
Warm water was drawn from the depths of Asid and our hands were cleansed as one. 11
Thick herbs from the Orchard were placed to bring health - pungent and heady the sme .
I tended the Creature Medu, my son, and not once did my energy fade.

F or nine months, sixteen days, I stayed and fed the Medu.
I thickened his blood with my own without fear
I gave up tny own essence of self.
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With pity and terror I fed him with love, the creature the soulless Medu.
I sat by his side and together we cried in voice and in agony tuned.
d
I cried in the Hall of Asid my son, I screamed and we healed of our woun s.
His strength returned in his limbs and his mind
His energy deep, was Renewed.
d
Life sang in the Halls of Asid, my son, life sang at what was rna e new.
Medu then raised his head, my son, and spake aloud in the gloom:
"You have bought me freedom of life and breath
Now give me sweet freedom of death."
k d
.
thighs.
The words were spears hurled against my chest and arrowS stuC
.ee p t.~ my
The words were a sword to my neck, my son, a dagger to my heavtng St es.
"But why?" I asked with trembling of lips and dark terror in my eyes.
"Through death, through death, is the only path for one as soulless as I
To take, to take and hope to die Redeemed enough to f l y . ,
"
Through ether and depth - to feather and rest - Beyond the Eterntty s eye.
So spake the creature Medu, my son, and then did my energy fade
I begged and touched him soft, my son, in love built of agonized screams.
I pulled at the wretched locks and stays, but alas was kept at bay.
The steel too strong, the iron too thick, the bands like lead still lay.
There was only but one Release, my son, but one way to Release.
Through death, through death, and not through life,
A de~t none could repay, belonged to Medu that day.
Desptte all pleading, nothing was needing, but dying that awful day
With my poisoned herbs and tainted drink I gave and did not think ..
I ~rough~ the draught up to his lips and watched his eyes begin to twttch.
HIS beating chest did pause and sink in death _
In death! I cried alarm and wept at aU at all I'd done.
Alas! Alas! Let the House of Lorked '
Know the Halls of Asid
Hold soulless Medu no more - no longer he lives in this land.
The creature of Asid was undone, my son, untied with my very own hands.
Then - Oh then! - A shift descend, a stir of old Wythe too.
Medu he trembled and dust became and became eternal Renewed
His face it shone. Limb and bone and healed spleen too He was lithe, and strong, and wholly new.
He laughed aloud and then he crowed, that impossible dead Medu
"
He whispered to my ear, my son, "Your soul you vitiate. And now becotTl.e tTl.y own.
A trick! A terror - a horror - I knew
I was fooled by the Creature Medu, my son, I was deceived by the soulless Medu.
The chains were mine, the steel, the lead
The bowing of my feebled head.
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Bruises branded against my skin, my arms and on my legs.
Cuts were drawn upon my ,"vrists; my fingers were wooden pegs.
Prisoner of the Hall of Asid I ,"vas, now and prisoner still.
He took all the creature Medu, my son, he took all that was close to my heart.
My essence was his, my soul slipped a,"vay, deep down there in the dark.
And I was the Creature Medu, my son, I became the creature Medu.
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Fox Tale
ElTlily Catedral
Fox crept forward, every muscle tensed for the steal. The crown lay on a scarlet satin
pillow, plump enough that the gold and jewels barely made an indent. The pillow wouldn't
miss the rubies or garnets, but the guards probably would. He resisted the twitch in his
fingers that longed to snatch the crown right that very instant and ducked into the shadows
of an alcove to wait.
Thirty seconds. The wait was always the worst part, but better a bit of extra thue
than not enough.
Fox counted every moment, tapping his fingers together silently at the half-beats to
keep himself in time. He loved music, though he'd never learned to play anything besides his
voice. Thieves don't have time for that sort of thing, especially not when they had a debt fit
for a king to payoff.
Twenty seconds 'til the guard would circle the room, glancing arou nd for twenty-two
seconds before leaving. Then the real countdown would begin.
At the fifteen second mark, he could already feel the thrill of the steal flowing
through his veins. He'd cased the palace for months, between smaller jobs, and knew the
layout (and guard schedule) like the back of his hand, or the side-streets of the poor side of
town.
Ten seconds. Fox used to resent the government, the palace, perched on the north hill
of the city like a vulture overlooking a carcass. He didn't mind living in the capital too lTIuch
now, though. Stealing from the Qyeen wouldn't be half as easy if he had to trek halfway
across Anglen to get to the palace.
The guard walked in, Matthew Langston, as expected. He was on the last round of his
shift and ambled through the crown room while digging in his pocket for his pipe. It was the
last room of his last round. He barely glanced around the room, let alone took a tnotnent to
inv~s.tigate the cloaked shadow by the suit of armor, before leaving even sooner than Fox had
anticipated him to.
Lucky break. Fox had seven extra seconds as the door shut behind Langston.
Fox moved quickly. The crown was in his knapsack and he was in the hallway, door
shut behind him silently, before they were over. The alcove for the door hid him from the
guard's sight, should he turn around, but Fox heard him round the corner easily. Langston
would go back to the guard room, which opened out into a small courtyard, where he would
smoke his cigar and listen to the other off-duty guards tell ribald stories (which were actually
pretty entertaining, as a few weeks of observation and eavesdropping had revealed).
Funnily enough, that was Fox's way out too. He waited until the echoing footsteps
rounded a corner, then followed. There were no skylights Fox could use to escape. Making
his way out any of the doors from this deep in the palace would be nearly impossible. He'd
made his way in through the servant's quarters, but it only worked one way; the guards'
routes weren't as convenient for intruders attempting to get out. It tnight be possible, but Fox
didn't like the odds.
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Fox ducked behind a statue of Matthias IV, the king's great grandfather. Down the
hall, he heard Langston enter the guard room. Laughter and comments turned to chuckles
and murmurs through the heavy oak door, but Fox was able to pick out Langston's voice
calling out his replacement. Down the hall, the guard room door swung open with a slight
creak, and, momentarily, the sound of voices in the guard room grew louder before the door
swung shut again. A series of crisp clicks told Fox that Cromwell, Langston's replacement,
was on his way.
He had ten minutes before Cromwell made it to the crown room and realized that the
pretty golden thing was not where it was supposed to be.
There were only two ways into the guard courtyard: through the guard room, or
through the storage room next to it, which had doors to the courtyard, hallway, and guard
roolTl. In a month of trying, Fox hadn't been able to get the key. Only the Captain of the
Guard carried it, and he was, unfortunately far too tight .. fisted to allow anyone else easier to
pickpocket to carry the key.
Cromwell's footsteps disappeared down the hallway and around the corner. Nine
minutes left. Fox dashed out of the alcove and down past the guard room door to th~ storage
door, picks in hand. He was completely exposed, on his knees as he picked the loc~ I~ the
hallway, and, generally speaking, thieves ought to at least try and not be caught picking locks
right outside the palace guard's break room.
Five tumblers took him four minutes , but, thank God, the door popped open with a
beautiful click just a moment before Fox heard the doorknob to the guard's room start to
turn. He was inside the storage room, door shut silently behind him, before they even
finished turning it.
The room was dark, but there was a small shaft of light from underneath the doors.
From the door that led to the hall, he heard voices.
"I could have sworn I heard something." That sounded like James, if Fox ~as, 'k
'
' h
i
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'k. Fox dldn t It e
b
remem ertng
t h e guard
s rtg
t. James was young
and eager.
A ert an qUIC
James.
"You're so jumpy, newbie." That sounded like one of the lazier older guys. Maybe
Farris. He was friends with Langston.
"Sorry, I just could have sworn that I heard something."
'f h
· ·
·behln
' d a palr
. 0 f crates of armor I t ey
F ox crept across t h e room, aiming
to hide
opened the door.
"Well, check around if you're so worried, I'm going back inside."
lk d
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.
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.
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If
James
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F ox sett 1e d d own Into IS hiding spot and drew one 0
IS nlV .
.Into t h e rOOITl, F ox cou Id s I'It h'IS t h roat and cover hiS
' mout
h as sao n as he got close enoug
.
"
"Alright, Farris, I'll be back in a minute just gonna check the hall and the door.
' he was d own to four minutes
. '
O ammlt,
as It was. C romwe II w ould be getting to the
throne room around now.
'
'db k
. ThenJames walked past
F ox h ear dJ ames wa lk Ing down the corrtdor an ac again.
the guard room door. If he wasn't checking the guard room door, he would be checking the
storage room door!
Panic coursed through his system as Fox leapt over the crates ~e'd been hiding behind
and sprang for the door. Silent, silent, silent he ordered his breaths. Hls hand hovered over
the bolt. If he sprung it now, James would hear.
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Jam.es turned the knob and, on the other side, Fox mirrored his motions and turned
the deadbolt.
Tug tug. Door locked. James made a small, "Hm," sound on the other side of the door
and went back into the guard room. Fox heard them make small talk on the other side.
What was he down to? He'd lost count. That was dangerous. He hesitated, then
pulled a simple brass pocketwatch out of his knapsack. He didn't check it much. The ticks
made too much noise for his comfort when it wasn't muffled by a lined pocket in his bag.
The numbers glowed dimly in the closet. One minute. Probably less if Cromwell sped
up his route in any way.
Fox took a moment to stretch and attempt to loosen the knot building in his
shoulders. Right as he settled back down, he heard it: sprinting footsteps, with just a little
click in the shoes. Cromwell was back.
Fox sat back as he raised the alarm and allowed himself a smug moment to enjoy the
chaos he'd caused.
The Captain had a gravelly voice. "What do you mean 'it's gone'?"
"1 mean that the crown is not there, Captain," replied Cromwell, terse even now.
"D'd
I you see anyone?" Fox wanted to laugh.
"Let's search the palace!" Sounded like Farris.
"Raise the alarm!" That would be Frederick.
. .
L~,~gston stumbled in and coughed, still probably holding his lit cigar. "I saw it," he
InsISted, It was there on the last round I did, not ten minutes ago!"
"The thief can't be far, spread out and search!" ordered the Captain.
A chorus of, "Yes, sir!" met him, and the guard room emptied in a few seconds.
Fox opened the guardroom closet door and ambled into the courtyard. It was a
beautiful night. The clouds were illuminated by an unusually bright waning crescent moon.
The guard Courtyard and break room were empty. Small distant clatters reached his ears
from within the palace. Just as planned.
'

"

It was only a moment's task to swing himself onto the branch of a very well

posltlo~ed tree and ready himself for the leap onto the rooftop.
Hey, you!"

. Fox spared a glance back as the branch bounced slightly under his weight. James'
outltne stood black
.
h l' d
k
C
against t e It oorway of the guardroom closet. I t too a lTI.OlTI.ent cor
Fox's eyes
"
. to. adJ'ust ' but w h en t h ey d'd
I, h
e grtnned
In response to t h e young guard' s s h oc k e d
expression Itt by the sol't
I
. h
" '
I ary amp In t e guard courtyard.
:'ave a good evening, guardsman," he called with a wink. Fox mock saluted, then, in
o?-e ~otlon, leaped for the roof and slung himself on top by the storm drain. The crown
dldn t make so much. as a clink, smothered in his bag nice and snug.
. He allowed himself a moment to watch James stare a moment before knocking over a
chair as he stumbled back through the guard room His shouts of "Wait! Guards, wait! He's
h
£1"
b h
. ,
on t e roo. we~e o~ music to his ears and a warning. He would need to hurry if he
wanted to hug hiS children again with both hands intact.
Across the palace r?oftop, he could see small skylights light up as the news spread
outward. He could hear faint shouts and panicked voices. They likely wouldn't be far behind
him. Once the word spread out.
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He sprinted across the roof if I could make it off the roof and over the containing
wall, he'd be much better off. He could evade them forever once he made it to the city, if they
even made it that far.
There were some guards on the roof, but not many lanterns. He'd been sneaking
around the roof for weeks, watching the guard courtyard and eavesdropping on their
schedules; he knew the patterns of watch better than the guards did themselves. Plus, in a
time of peace, the rooftop guards weren't as vigilant as they ought to be.
Fox was rounding one of the last corners of a raised part of the roof when he heard a
voice. He stopped instantly and silently and dropped to the ground.
"They're mobilizing the main guard force to the rooftops, but we need to maintain a
perimeter and search for the thief until they get here."
"Yes, sir! Should I search the area, or keep watch over this section of perimeter?"
Fox cursed under his breath. He'd hoped to make it to the edge before this happened.
There was a thin, but existent, maintenance ladder right behind where they were standing,
but he couldn't take out two of them at once to get down it without calling every guard and
set of conscious eyes in the palace to that damn ladder.
"Hm, say here, son," the commanding voice said with a fatherly sort of ring. Fox
hadn't spent as much time studying the rooftop guards, but it was probably one of the old~r
veterans. After the war, they'd opted for a low-danger duty as guards to keep building their
pension.
"Alright," replied the younger voice. Fox curled in a ball as close to the corner of the
raised rooftop as possible and listened for the footsteps of the older guard. He resisted the
urge to close his eyes and waited.
Fox was rewarded a few moments later by the sound of receding footstep~ an~
breathed a small sigh of relief; the guard had started his rounds in the opposite direction.
Meanwhile, the young guard was just standing there, and he'd be no trouble at all.
Fox crept forward until he was close enough to peer around the corner and see t~e
guard. He looked too young for his armor. Oh well, Fox wouldn't kill him, just make him
into a non-issue.
h
Fox slipped off his bag, took a bit of the strap, and waved it by the loweroedge ofht e
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£ hOm to see It but w en
corner, Just VISI e to t e guard. It would probably ta e a minute Oor I
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ute or so. Fox tensed as
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e sm.a nOise came as a signal of success a ter a min
the guard's footsteps came closer.
It was darker around the corner than the guard would have realized. In the spht
second it took for his eyes to adjust as he looked at the floor for what had been moving" Fox
ripped off the guard's helmet and smashed the pommel of his knife down on the guard shead.
The guard went limp with a small thunk. Fox caught him as he fell fo.rward and
lowered him. silently to the roof. The clatter and clank of his armor would bring the whole
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dam.n guard down on them if Fox let it make any noise.
"Sorry, mate," he whispered, "I know it's your job, but I've got kids to feed and
debtor's prison to avoid."
In a m.oment, he'd grabbed his sack, took the guard's dagger and sheath from his belt
(just to add to the collection, really) and started over the edge of the rooftop and down the
ladder.
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Only a few guards were stationed in the gardens, but there was enough cover for Fox
to slip past, or at least wait until the patrol had passed. True to forIn, they looked around, but
didn't check the thick prickly bushes.
Once they'd passed, Fox rolled out from under the bush. I t'd scratched his face and
hands up a bit, but he'd bought his clothes not to snag much, so at least that wasn't a
problem. It was only a few seconds to clamber up the vines that clung to the wall before he
was crouched on top.
Fox looked around. He wouldn't try to pull off another job at the palace for a while,
they'd be too on their guard. But, for now, the crown was safely tucked in his sack and even
though he was about to drop off the wall onto the East Side, he could easily make it to the
West Side without running into trouble.
He was about to when a blinding white light appeared to his left on the wall. He
shielded his eyes and turned at the same time, squinting his eyes to try and adjust. The light
was coming from something- someone? on the wall with him, not a light from the palace.
They hadn't found him- had they? Whatever it was, he needed to eliminate it before every
eye in the city was on them.
Fox squinted, rubbed, and blinked his eyes for a few more seconds. I t felt like an
eternity of vulnerability, but, as his eyes adjusted, he made out the figure of a woman.
The first thing he could see was her dark hair, the next were a pair smiling blue eyes.
"Hello, Fox," she said, sitting on the edge of the wall with her feet dangling off like it
was an everyday occurrence for her.
He blinked, frozen. Then his eyes made out flowing white robes, both rich looking
and yet plain, that contrasted with tan skin. The last thing he saw was a pair of angel's wings
folded loosely on her back.
His leg moved then, in what direction, Fox wasn't sure. He fell off the wall onto a
thick bush on the city-side with a crash .
. Up on the wall, the angel snorted, then laughed and leaped lightly down to join him.
Her ':lngs made her descent into a light glide, and Fox had a momentary flit of jealousy.
Steahng would be so much easier if he had wings. Her feet, in a pair of leather sandals that
laced up her calf, barely made a sound as she touched the ground .
. "You don't seem like you see angels very often, Fox-Thief," she said, head tilted to
the Side.
"1- I don't," he mumbled as he extracted himself from the bush. He was sure this was
an important occurrence and he hadn't been to church in a while, but he was in the middle of
a job. That light was going to get him killed and while he was sure she was a nice, wonderful
angel, he'd rather not go home with her right then.
"That's no problem," she said, "Don't worry, for the record, I just wanted to talk."
, leU
. m, " h ~ started ,unsure how to phrase his reply, "that sounds, ah, wonderful. Really,
but I m In the. mlddle,of a heist right now. I'm a thief, as you seem to know. You're glowing.
Extremely bnghtly. I d be glad to talk, but you're glowing, and this isn't really a good time ... "
Fox glanced around as he trailed off. He was still on East Side where the rich noble, and
upper middle class resided. "or place," he added, "This isn't a ~ood place eithe;."
He started to back down the alley between two rows of expensive town-haInes. "So,
let's talk... later. If that's not rude. I'm sure Heaven is nice and I really hope that's where I'm
going,. but the ki~s will be sad if I'm not there when they wake up, and the palace guard don't
take kindly to thieves who go about stealing royal crowns and the like."
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"I can stop glowing," she said. Fox glanced over his shoulder. She had, indeed,
immediately done so. He wasn't sure if she'd gotten the point. She started following him
down the alley and he faced front again "I'm not going to hurt you. I just need to speak with
you."
Fox kept walking down the alley, quickening his pace. Glowing or not, the angel
clearly had no idea how to be stealthy. He wanted to run off, or tell her to go away, but he
wasn't sure what the protocol for that was with angels.
"I can walk and talk." She seemed to take his silence as consent to keep speaking to
him. "Alright, so, ah," she paused, and it seemed like she was suddenly unsure as how to
breach the topic, "Fox. You are a thief and occasionally kill people for money."
Fox nearly stopped walking to turn and stare at her. He kept himself from doing so
and quickened his pace. He was, naturally, aware of those things. Did she expect him to deny
it in the presence of an angel?
"Yeah," he said after a pause, "I am indeed." Maybe honesty would earn him bonus
points. He was generally honest, when he could be. Well, for a thief anyway. "Did you need
to hire me for a job?" Of course, his sarcasm would probably cancel out all those honesty
points.
He could practically feel her stare at him and had to quash the urge to turn around
and flash her a cheeky grin.
"N 0, actua 11 y, " s h e state d after a false start and a £
' pau se, "I'm here to
ew moments
reform you from your life of sin, Fox."
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face. She had to be joking.
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like it as it is," he winked at her as he said it, and, out of the corner of his eye he saw er
shoulders tighten.
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Fox laughed then. "Yes, and gladly. Go find someone else."
"Maybe I will," she snapped.
"I can recommend some people for you."
"No, thank you," she responded.
f
"W 11 Of
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to see her ace.
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H e sml e patronizingly and walked backwards a ew steps
that's all, I'll see you around, angel. Or not. Whatever happens."
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CryptoZoo
J. Donnelly
I

Cryptid: (from the Greek "KPV1TTCO" (hrypto) meaning "hide") is a creature or plant whose existence
has been suggested but is unrecognized by scientific consensus and often regarded as highly unlikely. In
other words, we're creatures you think don't exist. But we do. Seriously.
It was always easy to find the Hutch this time of year. I just needed to follow the
hum of the generator, the one sound out of place in these sleepy backwoods of the southern
Cascades. I personally don't care much to go this far north in the autumn since the chilling
air nips at my pelt worse than mosquitoes. But it would have broken Aristotle's heart if I
skimped out on one of our monthly socials, and how could I do that? Every other sensible, or
rather senseless, critter was slipping into hibernation while I dreamed of the warmer desert I
had left south of the border. As I padded up to the familiarly decrepit ranger statio~, I could
hear the muffled conversation of the television. ' Of course Aristotle would be the ftrst herehe always was-and of course he wouldn't be hibernating during the Steelers vs. Ravens
playoffs.
I hopped up the rickety porch steps and pawed at the door, adding new ni~ks over the
claw m.arks I had been leaving there for years like lost milk teeth. The whole statton shook
under the heavy footsteps inside like a pleasant earthquake. The door swung open.an~ I was
greeted with six hundred pounds of fur, feet, and hugs. The sasquatch hunkered his elghtfoot-tall fratne through the door.
. .
"Hello Cleo! Good to see you!" he boomed. He scooped me up, expertly avoldl~g my
. kl b k ·
d
.
I
I d my snout Into
pnc y ac spines, an squeezed a healthy dose of love Into me. snugg e
the crook of his arm, breathing in the woodsy scent of his cinnamon..colored fur.
"t I
' d to see you too, Papa," I giggled.
s goo
'
II
. . I
.,
·rd enough that a
Ok ay, h e s not rea y my Papa. Even crypttd blo ogy Isn t wei
sasquatch could spawn a chupacabra:He's my foster Papa. He took care of me before my
eyes and ears were open, and up until the day I could catch my own goat. Even as a pup I.
.
.
ally bothered me Since
un d erstoo d t h at t h e resembl ance In species was lacking, but It never re
he treated tne like one of his own kith and kin
··
b·
.
hat people think I look like.
.
What d oes ru b pISS In my nose a out my appearance IS w
Allow tne to take a moment to give an accurate description of what a real chupaca~ra IS. I do
not look like sotne bug .. eyed bat .. gargoyle with spots and scales; if I ever meet the Jackas~ who
carne up with that rendering I am going to bite him in the nuts.lIn fac~, we chupacabras Ju~t
look like coyotes without fur. We're ugly-there, I said it! We're nothl~g.more t~an dog .. hke
creatures with hollow canines, grey .. to .. brown hairless skin, and double"Jolnted hind legs.
'Hence the generator.
2Nature says no.
JI'm serious! les embarrassing!
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And of course, being a chupacabra of the female persuasion, I have a lovely set of dorsal
spines. No glowing hypno-alien eyes; my eyes are brown-yellow like pueblo brick, and no
wings. And yes, to answer the obvious question, we do drink animal blood as our main
source of nutrition, and goats do tend to be our prey of choice. Billy-goat is my personal
favorite. Ob, and we're actually marsupials, so I do have a pouch to carry hypothetical pups
in.

It was actually the marsupial-ness of chupacabras that resulted in my being raised by
Aristotle rather than a chupacabra mama. 4 My biological mama had a run in with an
eighteen-wheeler on a lonely stretch of road outside Bisbee, Arizona. Aristotle had been on
one of his epic, interstate strolls when he found that I was the only pup who hadn't
succumbed to her death-milk. Cryptids always look out for each other, so he buried my
almost-family where no humans could ever find them and took me back to the Hutch. He
brought me home as his own. Till I was weaned Papa, would walk to the nearest dairy farm
pasture to get some donations from complacent cows and bottle feed me.
The Hutch is what Papa affectionately named this old abandoned ranger outpost he
had commandeered as his home, the little cottage he had raised me in and where he kept all
his trinkets. As a sasquatch he put his big feet to good use wandering up and down and east
and west over the continent, and he liked to pick up souvenirs. Some were natural treasures,
like slivers of whale ivory he sifted from the frosted shores of British Columbia or a
gleaming apple of amber he found in a tree in Guatemala, and a 3 2 -point mutant deer skull he
found in Pennsylvania. Most were a mishmash of junk careless humans had left around that
he decided to pick up like a kleptomaniac, though, including the crackling bunny-eared TV
set that was temperamentally monochromatic. It only got five clear channels-seven on
sunny days-but a year back he found a DVD player and after some jerry-rigging we could
finally watch all the DVDs he'd been hoarding like river rocks. That was another thing he
loved to collect too; rocks. Big rocks, small rocks, shiny gemite and sandy slate. It's a
sasquatch thing I guess, but the things covered every surface that tolerated their company.
Only the books outnumbered them.
Ever since I was big enough to move out and live in my own territory, Papa didn't
run the TV that much anymore, only when we met up for our monthly visits. He was a
reader by heart, having been reading longer than the TV had been invented. He never told
~e exactly how he learned to read the human words my eyes could not puzzle out, but boy
did he love to read! He would read to me for hours, reciting ballads and fantas ies and dramas
from the books he had dog-eared hundreds of times. He even chose my name from a play he
was reading at the time he had found me-Anthony and Cleopatra by Shakespeare. I never
really liked Shakespeare, though. Too dusty and too British. I preferred flipping through the
magazines-Vogue, Seventeen, Playboy, Reader's Digest, National Geographic-he had stacked
around the Hutch like mesas, marveling and laughing at the strange things and places
humans visited.
So, between Papa's library and hours of daytime PBS, one could say that I am a
decently-rounded chupacabra, which is more than I could say about tny wildly raised
4Like the common opossum, a female chupacabra carries her babies around in her pouch where they feed on her
milk. A cute little image, right? But, should the mother opossum (or in this case, chupacabra) perish
unexpectedly, nature has a humane contingency to deal with the babies orphaned in her pouch; upon her death
her milk turns poisonous so her little kits will die peacefully in their sleep rather than be eaten alive by maggots
and scavengers that go after the mother's body. Thanks for the thoughtfulness, marna.
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brethren. The big sasquatch liked to change his name every couple of decades or so,
harvesting names out of the books he read as he fancied, but as long as I had been alive to
know him he had gone by Aristotle. Sometimes I wondered how the original Cleopatra, who
carved her niche in history with her infamous beauty, would have felt about having little old
me, a scraggly chupacabra, named in her honor, or some dead poet a very old sasquatch.
Once he set me back down I wandered inside. I curled up in my usual seat, a tie-dyed
bean bag as flat as a pancake that still smelled like the sixties. The announcer on the football
game droned over the whines and whistles of the crowd. Aristotle lumbered into the
gargantuan recliner he had claimed from an overturned RV, the plaid sagging contently as he
propped up his feet, which were bigger than my face.
"How are you doing, Papa? You sound tired."
"I'm fine, I've just been having trouble sleeping is all," he smiled. I noticed how
weary his eyes looked and how his smile was abnormally lackluster. I wondered if he had
stayed up late reading again.
"SO JD isn't here yet?" I asked.
"Nah, hasn't shown up-" Papa was interrupted by a loud thump on the roof. He
grinned, his whole chest rumbling with a laugh. "Ah, speak of the devil!" That was another
thing Papa collected too-puns.
My ears swiveled, following the footsteps as they clicked across the roof abov.e our
heads. The skylight swung open and JD dropped down like a literal bat out of hell, hiS
leathery wings fluttering for balance as his talons touched down on the one spare scrap of
floor Aristotle left empty just for his entrances. I tensed up instinctually at his sudden
I
f
appearance. Even though I practically grew up withJD (since he visited Aristotle as 0 ten
did, and long before I was even born)he still admittedly, scared me.
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d pair of overSize , atover h IS Crimson eyes-pre atory eyes as sharp as hiS caws-an
fingered wings polished off his demonic image.
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"Hey JO," Papa greeted as he rocked out of his chair. "Safe flying I h:~e. "JO ·d
"Yes. I hit a cold front over Kansas, though, so my apologies for the e ay,
sal "d·
"Ab out tnne,
"
"It , s a ta d too d ry in here!" I chlttere.
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d "Yau dl"dn't forget the booze, d 1
you? We're about enter the third quarter!"
.
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"JD
f:L
he shuffled With the satc e s
course not,
sco red, rolling his eyes at me as
ld?"
that saddled his back. "I brought the usual. Aristotle, if you wou .
. "
h
"Certainly." The sasquatch obliged by taking the satchels fromJD ~nd bnn~~ng th em
to the kitchenette. Being the only one of our trio with opposable thumbs did make 1m t e
SA d I ·11
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' Lb· th so it's like a never-ending chain of bad
n
stl get nlg ttnares rotn that eye-hand-guy from Pan s a yrm ,
dreatns!
6

They were like a frick'n velociraptor's and could swivel like switch-blades and everything!
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most suitable bartender.JD keenly watched Papa's tiredly lumbering gate for a moment
before he strutted over and settled down on the regal Persian rug by the TV, as slick as a
greased panther. He certainly has the pompous attitude to match.
"Don't forget your contribution, Cleo," JD turned to me. With his forepaws he pulled
a cup capped with a latex drum out of the satchel he had kept and slid it over to me with a
flick of his tail.
"Aaaaah, why? Why the heck do I have to give you some of my venom every time you
bring the booze? What do you even do with it?" I whined. Ever since I was old enough that
Aristotle decided to include me in on their drinking sessions, every time JD supplied the
alcohol he always demanded a "payment" from me in the form of a cup of my chupacabra's
venom. He never bothered Papa for payment-only me! I don't even know where he gets the
damn cups.
"That is my business, and my business alone, little Cleo," JD said curtly. JD liked his
secrecy, even about where and how he acquired his sweet, sweet booze, and he didn't
entertain questions well. I don't know how long he's been such an arrogant jerk, but if JD
feels like he's above you then he'll look down on you like a gnat. So naturally, he treats me
like aflea.
"Aristotle!" I called. I tried not to call him Papa in front of JD anymore so the
devilish cryptid couldn't use it as an excuse to further treat me like a pup.
"Listen to JD, Cleo. He set the condition the first time you joined us, and you
agreed," Papa said knowingly as he shook up my White Russian. Figures he would side with
JD. They never mentioned how on earth the sasquatch and Jersey Devil immortids 7 became
associates and drinking buddies, but they were at least genuinely nice to each other. For
whatever reasons Papa keptJD's secrets, and for whatever reasons JD treated me like an
annoying little sister.
"I was young, I was naive!" I retorted. "You let the devil take advantage of me!"
70h, yeah, that's an important detail. Sometimes I forget that the two drinking buddies I have been getting
sloshed with for all my natural life will be drinking long after my bones are dust in the ground since they're
immortids, which sounds like "immortal" because that's exactly what they are.
I'm a little hazy on all of the details since Papa andJD don't usually bring it up in conversation, so
please bear with me. You see, this goes back a long, long time ago, so far back that humans have forgotten the
gist and half-imagine what few details they do remember. Just about every species of living thing you knowand all the ones you don't, but more on that in a moment- has, or has had, an "original pair" so to speak. One
male, one female, and they are both called the immortids of their kind.
Anyway, these immortids have been around since, well, there was any business to be around for. Papa
used to tell me as a pup that before the way things were now, before the world became the land of man, most of
the creatures big and small were formed out of the primeval clay from the Source of All Waters. Everyone lived
together in the pre-industrial world-including man-as happily harmonious as a Technicolor Disney VHS.
Papa always said that humans faintly remembered this, but they called it different names in different places:
The Dream Time, Paradise, The Garden of Eden, Waters of Chaos, The Primordial Soup, Shangri-La, and so
on and so forth. Most of the wildlife in the world was spawned during this peaceful dawn of time, though Papa
says to this day new immortids will sometimes randomly pop out of the clay expectantly. Life likes to go on,
you know?
.
Nothi?g natural can.kill an immortid; theY're immune to disease, injury, and old age like they've been
vaccmated for It. JO always hkes to brag how he was once shot through with a cannon ball back when these
were colonies rather than states and he just shook off a gaping hole in his chest like a charlie-horse. Immortids
sometimes get some other awesome powers, too, like teleporting, hypnosis, prophecy, invisibility, and glamourgeneration.
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"Cleo," Papa said sternly as he popped the cork off the wine bottle.
Dammit, I'm a three year-old chupacabra- just getting out of my awkward "teen"
years-so it wasn't like I wasn't mature enough to handle a cocktail now and then8, and it
was a special treat to share with my Papa. But I couldn't really argue with Aristotle9 , so I
begrudgingly bit down on the cup and spat a glob of spittle through the rubber. It was
humiliating, like I was some dumb rattlesnake being milked. Once I filled it up I rolled the
cup back to JD. "There. Happy?" I licked my tongue against my fangs, thirsty for the vodka
to wash away the rubbery aftertaste of annoyance.
"Thank you, Cleo," JD said with utmost politeness as he secured the vial, the corner
of his lips perking up in a smile I wanted to snap in half.
"Here we go," Aristotle said as he handed out the beverages, "a White Russian for
Cleo, a bottle of Chateau Margaux 1995 for jD, and good old Bud for me." We settled down
and turned our attention to the game, drinking and chewing the fat. Our monthly custom, a
tradition of cryptids, booze, and static-y TV. We usually rotate what we watch. I like
Entertainment Tonight, AMC, and the Travel Network. jD always picked some kind of
artsy, insufferable film in black and white I would always fall asleep half-way through. Now
it was Aristotle's turn, so we were in the heart of football season.
"So, Cleo, any boy chupacabras I should be meeting?" Aristotle asked after the third
can had wet his whistle.
"Nope," I sighed as I lapped down my drink, the alcohol toasting my system
comfortably. "I haven't found a male chupacabra I can hold a decent conversation with, let
alone call a mate. All they think about is food and getting tail. They don't even know who
Dante or Michael Crichton or Spielberg or Madonna are!"
. .
"On the unlikely day that Cleo finds a mate I will personally cater the reception In an
Armani suit," JD chuckled.
"No one asked you jD!"
"Children, don't make me put you in time out," Papa laughed.
.
JD sipped from his ink black wine, his forepaws normally reserved for teanng apart
prey cradling the fine crystal glass with utmost delicately. His tone darkened to mat~h the
hue of his wine and fur, "Did you hear the kraken are no longer cryptids? One of t.helr
immortids was apparently photographed on a bait line by a scientist in japan. Whtle the
Japanese do make impressive technology, I think one of the kraken immortids re~ealed .
themselves intentionally. Mankind have officially documented them as Architeuthzs, the giant
SqUI·d • "

"Oh, what a shame," Papa shook his head. "I overheard one of them talking about
revealing themselves at the last Immortid Council but I never thought they'd actually go
through with it. They managed to hold out for so l~ng." Aristotle lifted his beer can in a
solemn toast, "To the kraken."
"The kraken," JD and I mimicked with our drinks. We drank on in silence, the news
settling in like an uncomfortable miasma. I shot JO a dirty look at the back of his head for

Though normally being a blood-drinker, I honestly can't handle booze straight-up; I found this out the hard
way when I tried a can-a can-of Papa's beer one of my first times drinking with them and was dru~k off my
tail for three days! The hangover lasted a frick'n week! Hence why I take my vodka watered down With some
nice cream.

8

9J've tried. He can be as stony as one of his rocks when he wants to be.
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breaking the news; it was depressing as hell every time a cryptid species is lost, so it was
obviously not the best drinking topic.
"Guys," Papa said after a thoughtful pause, his tone heavy as the boulder he used as
an ottoman, "I was considering resigning my immortid right, too."
The cream in my stomach turned sour. "What?" I asked, hoping rny ears had
misheard. But I saw JD's ears flick up in alertness too, wings falling slack in surprise.
"Y-you are going to reveal yourself! Reveal all the sasquatches!" I starnrnered in
disbelief. Papa closed his eyes wearily and didn't answer my question directly.
Papa had been around since the dawn of time and I always thought he would be
around for much longer! The only wayan immortid can lose its eternal life is if it is seen by
man, and because of Man's Broken
lo
Promise, that act consigns their entire species to become animals.
Usually an immortid loses its immortid right by dumb chance, by sorne hurnan being
in the right place in the right time, but occasionally humans successfully seek out and drag
them into view with their science and technology. Sometimes, because hurnans so rabidly
pursue the unknown, an immortid will rescind its eternal life by willingly revealing itself
just to escape the pressure, like the poor kraken apparently. It's just the way it is. Papa would
never tell me what "promise" was broken that allows mankind such control over the lives of
cryptids. He always said, "There are some things you don't need to know, little Cleo." I
know he's my Papa and he's supposed to shelter me from stuff like that, but I wish he would
let into the loop more often.
"What does Daphne think of this?" JD commented to crack the silence that fell
between us.
Aristotle's female counterpart ll goes by the name Daphne. I've never met her, since
they have been taking a relationship hiatus over the past few centuries. It's not that they
don't like each other, it's just after living together for millennia they needed some "space". At
least, that's what Papa always says. She likes to hang out around the Great Lakes, and they
still meet up once in a while. He would actually leave me under JD's watch in my younger
days when he'd visit her, but I've repressed the memories.

10 You see, the immortids are like the representative of the entirety of their species. If a human caught sight of a
regular cryptid, like plain mortal me, there would still be doubt and tabloids about it, even if it is the most
compelling evidence in the world like a bone or a body. If an immortid is seen by human eyes, however, then
some kind of cosmic power goes into effect and humankind at that moment will understand and believe that
that cryptid is real. It has to be a look straight in the eyes, too, so glances are still kind of a safe zone. Aristotle
always said it was part of something he called "Man's Broken Promise," and that once an immortid is
discovered, again for some kind of supernatural reasons beyond our control, the entire species lose all
consciousness and will become plain, old, animals-the immortids included.
We crypt ids can reason and think and learn and communicate as sharply as any human, but all that is
taken away the instant the immortids of our species are seen. This is the true difference between a cryptid and
an animal; our immortids have remained unseen by humans while an animals' have not.
II As I mentioned earlier, there is almost always one male and one female immortid of any cryptid species, and
they are created together to, uh, "populate" the species. It really isn't a suggestion but more of their purpose-ofexistence actually, and all crypt ids roaming today are distant descendants of their immortids that are still
running around alongside them. Think of the concept like Noah's ark, but without the old guy and the boat.
There are some exceptions to this paired rule as there are one-of-a-kind immortids like the Mothman or the
Dover Demon. For inexplicable reasons no counterpart was ever created with them. I think J 0 is one of these
bachelor immortids since I've never heard him mention a she-devil back in Jersey.
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"We.ll~ that's the thing," Papa said, crushing the aluminum can with a pinky flex, "I
paid her a VISit to ask her, and she's pregnant from our last get-together a few months back."
"Congratulations," JD nodded, raising his wine glass in a toast. "It has been some
time since you two had an infant, isn't it?"
"Not since the 1700'S at least," Aristotle said.
"But, you can't," I said as I set down my drink. "You can't reveal yourself Aristotle!
You're a sasquatch, one of the most illustrious, famous cryptids in the world-"
"And it is the infamy among man that burdens me, Cleo," Papa sighed. He closed his
eyes wearily, and it struck me how ancient he actually looked. How many wrinkles mapped
his cheeks, his eyes, like all the countless roads and paths he had wandered down. "I am tired
of being pestered by humans. When the indigenous humans were the only ones dwelling on
this continent it was at least easier; they respected the land around them, respected us
sasquatch-and many of the other cryptids-as their brethren in the forest. They allowed us
peace. But then traders and colonists and conquistadors came, and so did their curiosity for
the old native legends.
"I am tired of having my every step dogged with human cameras and eyes, even if 1
do enjoy their NFL, their poetry, and their beer. Half the time when we get that Animal
Planet or History Channel they're talking about the sasquatch-my children's children's
descendants- and bicker about whether we're real or not. 1 just want to be able to let go. I
want some of that old peace again."
"B-but," I said, trying to keep the sob back in my throat. "Won't you miss Daphne?
Won't you miss your books? TV? Drinking with JD? Won't you miss me?"
"Cleo," JD turned on me, "It is his decision, not yours." My back spines bristled; this
was hardly the time for him to get on his high-horse when I was about to lose Aristotle-my
Papa-forever!
.
.
"Shut up! This isn't your business either, JD!" 1 hissed. My fangs watered to blte hiS
obnoxious face.
"But, I have thought it over, and you were one of my deciding factors, Cleo," Papa
interjected before I could throw some violence at JD. "I never, ever, want to hurt you, Cleo. 1
want you to know that, and to never forget that. I want to be around long enough to see y~u
grow up and live your life to the fullest, to one day see your pups and grandpups. By the time
this new little sasquatch is born and raised, that will have passed.
.
,
.
"Daphne and 1 have weighed the options long and hard. We deCided we re gOlng to
wait for this little one to be born and grow up before either of us reveal ourselves. You know,
as a kind of last hurrah for the sasquatch race."
1 nodded in relief and understanding. Sasquatches lived really close like humans, so it
takes them about twenty years to grow up. We chupacabras typically only live ten to twelve;
I wouldn't have to live a day without my Papa.
Papa beamed a smile at me, "Till then I promise not to leave you Cleo." He glanced
,
.
"Th
up at JD, who watched Papa closely with one of his usual, unreadable expressions.
at
applies to you too, Jersey." JD only blinked slowly in response.
"Thanks, Papa," I sniffled. Normally I wouldn't have wanted to be so weepy,
especially in front of JD, but the relief was so strong I couldn't hold back. I guess the booze
loosened my tear ducts or something. Papa reached over and stroked my ears soothingly, just
like when he would rock me to sleep as a pup. JD didn't say anything, but I could read from
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his tight wings loosening and his tail curling thoughtfully that he was probably just as
pleased with Papa decision.
"For now, let's worry about more important business, like our annual Super Bowl
bets," Papa smirked. I was overjoyed the see his usual twinkle return to his eyes now." I'm
pegging the Steelers."
"Nah, it's the Dolphins, all the way to the ring," I said with confidence. "What about
you, JD .
'"
JD grinned slyly, "You know I only bet on my namesake."
"The 'Jersey Devils' are a frick'n hockey team!" I snorted. "That joke's getting old."

The next month-we always meet up the day after the new moon- I journeyed my
way back up the mountains towards the Hutch. My hunting grounds of choice were in
southern Arizona and northern Sonora. South enough to soak the sun, yet north enough I
could travel to the Hutch in a couple of days. A few other chupacabras and I shared the
territory, taking turns at the livestock and occasionally sharing bigger kills like the long
horns. By serendipity I found a tossed cooler on the side of a park trail chock full of
Heineken and lemons. Moldy lemons, so just threw those out. I clamped my teeth around the
handle and dragged it off with me. Papa preferred Budweiser, but I figured he would
appreciate the gift anyway. I even found a nice shiny rock-some kind of quartz, I thinkwhen I stopped at a watering hole and tossed that in too.
The sun was setting by the time I had the Hutch in sight. As the cooler rattled against
my fangs I sensed something felt rather off. I looked up and was startled to see JO coiled on
top of the porch awning, eyes gleaming in the twilight like deer eyes. 12 J eez, I knew dragging
the cooler with me would make me lag a little, but I didn't think I'd get here later than JO.
He had to fly across the Midwest to get here!
"Hey JD!" I called. "Help me get this inside!"
JD unfurled his wings and with a smooth leap glided down to the ground. "Cleo, we
have to go now."
"Wait, what?"
"You and I have to go, now," he repeated as he approached me.
"What? Where are we going?" I asked, not at all appreciating his abruptness.
"There is an Immortid Council and you have been summoned," he insisted
"Oh, wow. O .. okay, let's go get Aristotle and then-"
"No. Just us, Cleo," JD snapped, a growl entering his voice as his ears flicked back
and forth, attuned to the forest around us.
"But, why?" I asked. Then it occurred to me what didn't feel right; it was too quiet.
The generator wasn't running. I couldn't hear the static of the TV. I couldn't hear the heavy
plod of sasquatch feet. JD's back wasn't laden with his satchels of alcohol and stupid rubber
cups.
"JD, where's Aristotle?" I asked, every muscle in my spine tensing, "Why are we
being summoned by the Immortid Council?"

12

But being a carnivore, they were more like rabid, man-eating deer eyes
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JD's wings shifted at his sides uneasily, eyes locked on me in the gathering darkness.
At that tnotnent they were tnore terrifying than I had ever seen them, because in his gaze I
saw pity. Not malice, or the condescendence he usually teased me with, but actual sorrow.
"Cleo, we are being summoned as witnesses. We were the last to see him alive."
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Hunger
Chelsea DeTorres
} louse of pain and empty belli s:
cowering, cowardly father agreed
'lnd p eudo-Moth r
lacking love
lacking patience
lacking food
I ft th childr n to wander
110m of gingerbread walls ilnd m;\rzipan pane
w Icoming warmth invit·s them
and Ion Iy old Witch
w.lnting w.lndcr r
wanting omplianc
wanting plumpne
ad th children to Ov n
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The Writer's Bane
Michelle Mangano
"I can't do this," Sarah snapped, slapping down the pen.
Balfour sighed, allowing his exasperation to bleed through. "Yes you can," hl' dromd,
massaging his brow with his gauntlet bound hand. "You'll have to ventu.llly." H' l{, n d
back against the wall. The conversation had been running in cirel s for hours. nd hi
irritation was beginning to show.
"No, I don't," sh said, aggre sively shaking h r head. Her dark hair, u u.tlly k pt up
in a ponytail while she worked, slipped out of th hair b;md. Rebellious curls battl'r d Iwr f ( l '
with every shake. "I can change the plot a much a 1 want. I have time."
"That's a lie and you know it," he parried h r excu' with (';ISl'. Brfon \l( ,'ould
counter, he continued hi assault, laving h r no room to r spond. "If you don't fini h the
battlefield scene soon, you'll fall b hind. If you fall b hind, then th whol book will hl' in
jeopardy. And if that happens, your publish r will pull out on you. Do ou Hall w. nl that?"
Balfour's voice grew in str ngth with every hit he made, bH 'lking the hau t d mlln(HlHl
of the last few hours. "Do you r ally want to throwaway an ,'ntir' Yl. r' worth uf work ov r
this?" He leaned off of th wall, tow ring over h r. "You'n acting likl' ,ow,trd, S,lr h."
Sarah stood, shoving back h r chair. It tumbll'l! to the floor with a viollnt lor sh.
"Why are you doing this to me?"·h hiss d through dl'nchcd tel Ih. ;rahhing him b th
collarofhisworngre ncloak,Sarahwr nclll'dhimdowntllh re llvll."Aftl'r Vlr thing
we've b en through?" Sh got up right into his f.ICl', thl ir no l ne,lrl tuu hin . Ii r hright
blue eyes drill d into his, burning furiously. "I 0 you Ihlllk th \I I c. n ju I wrill ()U otf an
th n forg t about you lik a first draft?"
Th warrior didn't pull him If out of th
voice wa calm. Sh could s e him han 'ing I lIi .Ir in Il) find Ih I
t
her. It wa far tOO ea y to read him .•,\ n \' r lorll d 'Oll 10 do. 1\ Ihin . I'm nl
in
with th plotline th t you wrot ." B
d.1> pit 't hl lOI1lP
ton in hi voice, th inten ity in hi
ht Ihi on
ur II,
Sarah."
Sh kn w h w ·\ right. It w
characI r
think..."
H

of how
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h
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When he did speak, she could tell he was choosing his words carefully. "I do
under tand. I always have, Sarah." He leaned towards the desk and picked up the prostrate
pen. It eemed so small, so in ignificant compared to the sword he usually wielded. Yet at
that moment, it seemed far deadlier than the sharpest of blades. "But I also trust you. You're
the only one who knows the best way to continue the story. You started it, so you have to be
the on to finish it."
Balfour took her hand in his. The pen was pressed into her petite palm. Balfour then
clasped both of his great hands around hers, making sure the pen stayed there. "You can do
this. I know you can."
Sarah tared at their entwined hands. Her eyes then lifted to his again. "You do
und rt.lnd that there's no going back from this? Are you sure-"
"More than anything," Balfour interrupted. His face cracked into a drained smile.
"I'm tired of fighting, Sar<lh. It was fun for.1 while, but all good days must have their
uns~ts. Bcsid s, you want peace, don't you? You know better than I do that there won't be
nnya long .IS I'm ther '. If I don't go, th n there will alway be war. It's time for me to rest.
It' time for the kingdom to have th age of harmony it de erves."
S nih stared at him. I ier yes darted up and down his form, drinking in every detail.
Balfour had aged 0 much since h had .Ippeared out of her first draft. The once pri tine
jerkin and trou rs that he war were now patched and threadb;lre-physicalign of the
y ars of connict and roughing it out in th' wilderne ". His armor (what wa left of it) was
badly damaged, .lImo t to the point of bing useless. H is figure wa· still broad and d fined,
but there . med to be ,In invi iblt' burd>n on his hould r ,w 'ighing him down. Had he
dune thi ? H d .111 of thr: h:trd hip, the so-cal1ed "adv ntures," m:ld him this way? Her
writing ha~i thrown him into .In emile s cycle of war and bloodsh d, where he had to become
a mon t .r in ord r to urviv '. And now, at thr: very end, he was going to reward him in the
cru I t way po sibl . Yes, it would give him th p ,IC' that he wanted 0 badly. But to think
th t h pu h d him 0 f. r a to make him W;lnt that fate ...
h f It a lump grow in h r throat. S.lrah sw.dlowed it down, ta ting the bitterne of
d J .. t. It would b unkind to xtcnd hi pain any long r than he had to. Looking traight
into hi y , h nodded.
H dfour's mile gr w wid r. "There you go." 'I hr· wa a glimmer in hi eye that she
could only d crib . •1 joy. It m:td . h r feel 'V nick r. l.etting go of h r hand, he reached
down an I right d h r ch.dr. "Your writing d k ilw.lits, my ladyship." Balfour pre nted the
It gr ndly,. if it w
n thron .
h
t in the hair, p .rching off of the edg lik a bird about to take night. She
look cI down. t th ominous not book. The blank lined page gI.1red up at h r, chiding h r for
wh t h w
bout to do. I{egardle ~. he tightened h r grip on th p 'n • nd b gan to writ.
Balfour hacked anoth I' oldieI" arm off His torn and gore tained cloak j1apped out furiou I)'
b hind him a he turned, (Idtlre in the battlrfirld like an actor on a Idge." I thLlt all you eun mu tel',
g ntl m n? r- "Hc rai ed hi chin, i uing u chilI/engl'. "- arc you ready for more?" Charging
toward ~ ral m n. hi $Wonl, ,h Green Varling, dunCt,a. With etlcr), j1ash, she left another man in
a pile of moaning tatter, begging for her to finish them.

the batt/I' continued to ragc, an angclic mile LIIlol-ned BLJlfour'. lip. He liw hed at the
h lli h c ne tvith childi h gl e. A powerful energy ru hed through him, trengthening with every cut
and la h he made. He felt invincibl . Th rc wa nothing that could tand in his way! Neith .r man n(lr
b t nor n od him lfcould top him, U,a/four,from hi bountifulfcLlt!
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The pen paused, anticipating what would come. Sarah could feel her resolve falter.
But then she felt his hand rest on her shoulder, urging her on. They said nothing. They
didn't have to. Her hand resumed writing, beginning the scene that she so dreaded.
However, his pleasure was short lived. There was the sudden sickening thud of sted plowing
through flesh. Balfour had heard the sound many times in his life, but this one was different. It was
accompanied by a thunder-shock of pain that surged through his breast. A snarl ripped out of his throat
as the searing agony spread to his limbs. He looked down towards the source of the torment.
A slich crimson blade protruded from his chest.
At that moment, the music of the battlefield began to fade away. Th,· Cn'en Dading. his only
reliable ally, fell from his now slackened grip. It sank into the churned and gore st«ined dirt silently,
the emerald in the hilt glowering at him like a jilted lover.
Sarah heard a startled rattle of breath behind her, eerily similar to th on\.' he iu t
described. Even so, his hand remained on her houlder. She did not turn to look. t him.
Instead, she continued.
Balfour's body slid off of the sword. His knees hit the dirt. resting next to his belm,.·d.
Everything had faded away by now, except for the God-awful pain. He rem«ined upright, trying to
catch a glimpse of his killer's face. He hoped that the fdtdl blow h'ltl been dr,11t from PrinC'/! Eric,
pompous as he was, or even one of his competent underlings. Alas. even thllt wi h tva. snlltchrd from
him. It was a fre h faced foot soldier', looking more shock.·d than ple,md to find the b IIldil at hi merq'.
He was mere cannon fodder -the kind that Balfour' usu"lly haC'h.·d through u,ithout a e, ond th'lUght.
Balfour's lips curved into a final, dis'lppointt'd ~milc. So, this 11',1 tht ('nd. He wa to b .lain
by a pathetic boy who hadn't learned how to shat'l' yet. I.ife had b.'ell " cruel mistr ,bill Death was
by far the most vengeful bitch he had ever come aC'ross.
A word dripped from his lips like blood. dlmost tln/H'"r,1 by tht' n'sl in tit din tI tomhat:
"Pathetic." The sneer was still on his filce (I~ his body fin'llly pitrht·d
(lnt'a
The fingers slid from h,'r shoulder as she stopped writing. h didn't h
to turn
around to know that he was gon . Sarah stared at th wMd, I h I kin h r work. H r
handwriting had remained ste. dy until th., filloll 1'111 'nl . ') h r ,th( Qrd quiv( r d
slightly, making them difficult to r ad. ') hen
n't .1 P' ri d th.1t (nd d th
r.
But th lack of it hadn't topp d B lour from din·.
When he fini h d rere ding, . r h hrok . H"r h. nd tight n( dint' fi t ,mukin h r
knuckle turn white. The p n. th murd~ r' , IPlH'. ,r.I, k, d in h If und rn til tit I n i n.
Black ink dripp d down her h n i lik B IrOUf' hl,\od.
Th teOlfS that he h db n h Idinc. 1. fk bUI t through. \.inl, ,hopl,t hit individu
word. making th'm <trip down th I t . Y t th, or.! them (Iv would not
(. N.
m.ltt r how much th . ink r 11, it.. uld 11 t ,r
h.1I h, h ,t ,i,)J\(.
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Never Mind the Tithe to Hell
Chelsea DeTorres
Ambrosia drinks of thistle-down
Nighttime dew and honey dreams
Mix with shards of morning breaks
And never mind the tithe to Hell
Swing down moonbeams, tear them off
Walk through water, breathe it in
Dance away a night or four
And never mind the tithe to Hell
Take his hand, offer up a heart
Fall in love much more than twice
Give a kiss that steals instead
And never mind the tithe to Hell
An oath once Sworn
A blood-cup drunk
And off you go
And never mind the tithe to Hell
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DormWolf
Taylor Hurley
Rylee awoke to no sound at all. Blinking up at the corkboard ceiling tiles, shl' rollt d
over and glanced at the clock on her bedside table. The glowing 5:36 mad hl'r groan
inwardly; her alarm wasn't set to go off for another two hours. What v r, she Iud 10 po
anyways.
She climbed quietly out of bed, glancing toward the other side of thc room 10 b sun'
she wasn't disturbing her roommate, and paus d. Cameron wasn't rher . 'r hi, W.I n't ,I
completely abnormal occurrence. Cameron would som times come in aftl'r Ryl,'" W.I .tin'.ld
in bed, usually after writing a paper until her brain wa mush. And it W.IS ev Il Ie s .Ihnmmal
for Cameron to get up before Ryl e, ditching the room b fore 7AM in .In ,mnnpt to gll
ahead in homework, campus dutie ,whatev r. The girl was busy. But n v r l"'IWI l n III
hours of three and six. Unless it was an all-nightcr, Cameron dedi ;lrcd Iho I' hour 10 h~, p,
and she always warned Rylee about all-nighters so th y could prep r fol' I h gi 'gl ml of II
roommate the following day.
Rylee pondered all of thi to and from the bathroom. When ,Ill' I'll ntHui h, I' f(lOIll,
she decided the simplest thing to do was some dn 'ctiVl.' work.
Cameron's bed made? Ch ck. Although th.1t W.IS nl.'v r rcall a good indi, ator of
anything. Cameron made her b d during fir' drills.
Show r caddy? Check. Still in th closet, and R Il'l.' h.ldn·t h,. I'd th, hl)\' I limning
in the bathroom.

• !<in in it
ben

n

• I lItling I
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blood W 'l n ugly gash on Cameron left leg. And she was wearing ... fur. Some sort of skin
tight layer of fur lik a vest and pair of short. There was a look of surprised terror on her
roomm ' t ' f. c • nd th window wa open.
ameron swallow d. looking as if it w re a very difficult task, and tried to reign in
h r wildly op n xpr ion.
"Hi. roomm.lt ." h said. offering up their normal greeting. Then, faltering, "You're
up • rly." hero d h r Mms ov r h r ch st and propped up her good leg in an attempt to
COy r h'r
If. I if h f It naked.
Ryl~ h itat·d mom nt long r. Later, she would be proud that her jaw hadn't ended
up on th floor .
.. )k.ty." . h b gan. h r voic coming out more calmly than she could have hoped.
"I'ir t qu tion .... "
h took
t p furth r into th room. turning the heat on full blast with the wall
monit r.
"Wh It th h 11 'Ir you w 'aring?"
m r>n blink d. "Uh .... '· And watch d Ryle cro ~ th room. She looked down at
n I b.I k up b for·.111 wring unc rt.linly. "Fur?"
Ryl no I d. pulling th window clos d.
"K y. S oml qu tion." Sh p.IU ed, watching Cam -ron's eye widen in the silence,
itting down cro ·1 88 d .1lld pulling th fir t aid kit into h r hlp. "Why are you
lin ?"
th kit - n it m h 'd n v r s en .Imong h r roommat 's po
ion - a
down t h r kn
hot ... " h r roomm.lt mumbl d.
froz from pilf ring through th . kit. Aft r a mom nt, she managed to take a
d p br th, nd ontinu d looking for g.IUZ .
"By?" h prompt d wh n h found h r voice.
"Hunt r ... " urn rOIl.1O w r -d. till in a mumbl
"-I hird qu ti n," Ryt w nt 011. pulling out wh t sh 'd b cn S <lrching for. She set
th kit
,rippin op nth p kaging around th gauz ••lI1d cnwling toward her
r mm t. h put th
f.lbri ov r th wound. prompting a hi of pain from

m

k
ound of th r Idiator.

r

r r omm t ' thigh a
tarted to wrap it.
mum d r pon ju t b fore he yank d th
hot?" Ryl

pok d h rig until Cam ron lift d

it
n minut

o
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Rylee finished bandaging the injury, probably more thickly than she needed to.
"Hold this?" she asked, and Cameron obliged by pressing a finger against the tail end
of the off-white fabric.
Rylee leaned toward the first aid kit a third time, flicking a few things out of her way
before finding the medical tape. Cameron drew her hand away as the bandaging was secured
and Rylee tossed the tape and unused bandages back in the kit before dusting off her hands.
"So," she said, leaning back to get more comfortable.
"So ... " Cameron replied, uncomfortable. She looked down, fiddling with the hem of
her shirt, and Rylee reached over to pluck up the spare pair of pants in the corner, tossing
them into her roommate's lap.
"Thanks," Cameron murmured, and wiggled awkwardly into them, gritting her teeth
to keep from swearing. "You're taking this a lot better than I thought you would," she
admitted after pulling the soft fabric over the bulky bandages.
"How did you think I would take it?"
Cameron shrugged, settling the hem of the pants onto her hips. "I don't know.".She
met Rylee's gaze and widened her eyes, opening her mouth to fake a scream and throwing up
her arms to flail.
Rylee laughed."I only flail that much when I'm excited!" she protested.
"True. True," Cameron agreed, chuckling softly. She adjusted herself to sit crosslegged, wincing at the movement before getting comfortable.
"So, hunters, huh?" Rylee ventured.
"Yeah," Cameron answered, muttering beneath her breath: "Jerks."
"Why are there hunters on campus?"
.,
'11
"They only skirt around the edges of the property, and barely trespass. But ~~ s stl
trespassing. I mean, it's obvious they're trespassing into my terr- campus property,
Canleron quickly corrected herself, suddenly looking embarrassed.
d
Rylee let it slide. "So why'd they feel the need to shoot you?" she aske~ lnstea
Cameron fidgeted while answering. "I mayor may not have tried to blte one a
0

i

thenl .... "
Rylee cocked a disbelieving eyebrow.
.
. th
o into my territory In e
"What? T h ey are smelly, and drunk, and lou,
d an d trespasslng
middle of the night, with guns!"
Rylee didn't let it slide this time. "Your territory?"
Cameron blushed.
"Does that mean you pee on everything?" Rylee teased.
"
Blush morphing into a scowl Cameron bit back, "As a matter of fact, I do.
"E
" She
Rylee stared at her glowering roommate a moment before grlnnlng.
w ....
snorted out a laugh.
.
d
"H ey, w h en wo I ves 11k
oon
·t
" Cameron continue
e 'It, t h ey d
on't'Just put a ring
1 ,
seriously.
Rylee laughed harder. "Oh my God! You did not just make that reference in regards to
,

•

0

peeing!"
"I did. And I will not retract it."
"You're ridiculous!"
"I'm fabulous and you know it."
"Dork."
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"Nerd."
"Pansy."
Rylee smirked. "Mutt face."
Cameron looked vaguely caught off guard by the new insult.
"I will pee on you!" .. he threatened, baring her teeth. They were a bit sharper than
normal.
"Aww, but that means you like me, doesn't it?"
Cameron blinked, her lips falling back over her pearly whites. It took a second for the
mirk to replace the blank stare.
"Touche."
Both of them laughed.
"Whew," Rylee br athed out a sigh after catching her breath. "Well, let's clean up and
get to b d." Sh glanced around. "['m going to get some paper towels from the bathroom-"
"There ar some in the kit," Cameron informed her.
Rylc' gtmced at the kit and back at her roommat .
"Muddy paw prints," C.1meron hrugged. "It's why I roll up the carpet too."
"Ah," Ryl e nodded her understanding, finding the paper towel.
Whil Ryle b gan mopping up the drying blood, Cameron slowly eased her ~ elf into a
crouch, wincing.
"Careful, Fido. [ don't want you bleeding .111 over everywhere again."
Cameron tuck out her tongue. "['II be fin ," and began to roll the carp t back into
pl. .. he pull d.l groc ry back out of th kit ju t a Ryle wa consid ring what to do with
th bloody p. per towels.
"How oft n do you do this?" Rylee asked, suddenly realizing how prepared her
roomm te
m d to b
"Do what? Get hot or go fuzzy?"
"Both."
"W II, chi i my fir t tim getting hot ......
"'J hat' :1 r Ii f."
..... though not my fir t tim g tting hot at."
"Th. t ... not 0 much .... "
"A for turning: [ try to do it once a week."
m ron p. k d very thing bilck into the kit and put th carpet ju t as it wa before
t. nding lowly, trying hard not to grimac .
Ryl C:1m' to tand b id h r, pulling her roommate' arm around her houlder.
"So it' not like .. 'on a month, :tt the whim of the full moon' kind of thing?"
Smiling
hI .• n d into Ryl for upport, Cam ron rcpli d, "No, nothing lik th t.
If I don't ch ng volunt rily for :Ibout thirty d.1Y , it h pp no; involuntarily. But [ can do it
nytim I w nt. U ually, I tick to one a w k, I
if [ have a lot of hom work."
'1 h . duo walk d lowly to th door md into tho h.dl, t rting toward their room .
.. R ntly, b u of tbo idiot hunt r ,it' b n almo t very night. Me trying to
di cour. g th m." • m ron -limo t growl(~d the last p.lrt.
"M yb we hould ju t call CamPo on th m," Ryl e ugge t d.
"Mayb ..• '[ hough ['m not ur what llmpu Police could do. Th· hunt .r hav gun.
And r U ul1l1y drunk."
'" h nth county p lie ," Ryl .. in i t d. "It' b tter th:m you g tring hOL"
2

"True enough."
They kept their voices lower while in the hall but relaxed into usual levels of speech
as they reached their room.
"What are you going to tell people about your obvious limp in the morning?" Rylee
asked as she walked her roommate to her bed.
"Nothing. I should be relatively fine by tomorrow. Fine enough not to limp anyway."
"Oh," Rylee was suddenly intrigued, setting her roommate down on the mattress.
"Do you have supernatural regenerative abilities or something?"
Cameron snorted. "You read too many fantasy novels," she said. "But yes. I do heal a
bit faster than normal people. I also have a rather high tolerance for pain, like most animals."
"That's cool."
Rylee watched her roommate maneuver Ie s than gracefully under the COVl'rs bl~for'
going back to her own bed. She found her eyes back on the corkboard ceiling tiles.
"Do your parents know?"
"My mom's actually the one who told me it was going to happen. Appafl·ntly it's
maternal in my family, passed down through females."
"So your mom's a werewolf too?"
"Yes."
"But not your brother?"
"Correct."
"Wicked .... "
There was a pause, and silence filled the room for a bri f mom nt.
"Hey," Cameron spoke up. "Thanks, by the way."
"For what?"
Rylee heard Cameron shrug.
"For not freaking out. And for bandaging m leg. And helping mt' dIan up .lIld get
back to the room ... Mo tly for not freaking out. ... "
"No problem. Although, ['11 admit to you now, I'm pr tty ~lIr I'm lill in ho -k and
denial. I might freak out wh n thi .11 ink in, probOlbl ' IOmorrll ."
"Fair enough, I gu' ."
aid, "M roomm. tl' I ('oll, gc. wI'n wolf."
Chuckling at th idea, Ryl
"That she is."
Rylee could h ar th smil . in Cam ron' "oi I, hut .I1St) till' t ill'dn, I 0 sl" hut h, r
mouth, tucking her h.\Odo; b(hinJ h .r h .11. nd tud 'in" Ih (( ilinjot.
Th r was il nc , (h, ound f <.. ml ron hi lin· inlo .1 tllOt', ,(lmtort.llll po ilion
with a sigh, and il('nc' .lg.lin. Ryl th u h
r h, I nl (ound in ighl inlo hI r loomm.H,'
life, trying to pick out Illy hint ofthi ni>hllin 0 up. rioll Ihal C:lIllll'<)n m. h v
dropp db for '. Sh· ould think uf n m
t
thin • milO mind I" indi, .111 til h, r th.11
Cameron had ;1 wolfish sid·,
pt Ryl e at up in b ·d.
"J this why ou Iw
wh, n YUU I I till Ill. round ( Inpu?" h
d m,lOd ,d, 'it,lring .Ino~ th
h Quid ju I m k, OUI thl lump of I" r
roommat on thl' b ·d.
Cam ron's rcspons' wa a bur t of 1 u ht r.

Clockwork Love
Grace Gorski
Once upon a time, an inventor in the City of Trees and Metal desired Intelligence
and Beauty in a machine. However, he would not have the two be mutually exclusive. For
beauty, he built a clockwork girl of metal. Sleek and shiny, she spun around to the cadence of
her gears turning. But to give her intelligence, he built her around a core of wood. She was
blind. The inventor did not want his beauty to have to see the pain and ugliness of the world.
Her name was Mariette.
For intelligence, the inventor built a little man out of wood. While he was almost
entirely wooden, he had a heart made of metal and gears. His little mind churned and clicked
every moment of every day. His name was Gregory.
Now, you may think this is wrong, that wood is beautiful and metal is smart. But in
the City of Trees and Metal, it is the tall metal-and-glass buildings that people find beautiful,
while they associate the trees with tree-hugging professors and hippies versed in twelve
languages. Rather than being confusing, the inventor chose simply to go along with this idea.
After many years, the inventor died. He was a genius, though, and it was not difficult
for his creations to continue their lives as they had before. Mariette began her days by
dancing before the windows. At half-past twelve, she would go for a walk around the block.
There was a cafe on the corner that had jazz musicians she liked to listen to. Gregory would
accompany her so that she wouldn't run into anything. Mariette knew the route from
walking it daily with the inventor, but her blind eyes couldn't account for dogs or small
children or anything else out of place. And of course, no one knew that she was blind. People
expect beauty to be graceful and without disability. While she didn't consider her lack-ofsight a disability, that was the common sentiment of the citizens of the City of Trees and
Metal.
Gregory spent his days observing the inventor's remaining experiments and projects,
paying the bills, and watching Mariette. He felt no awkwardness in watching her; after all,
she couldn't see that he was. He lived for accompanying Mariette on her walks. To see the
joy on her face when she heard the first strains of the muted trumpet was worth all the looks
he got from passersby. For though Gregory wasn't ugly, he certainly wasn't pretty, or even
handsome. His arms were thin and gangly, his hands too big. His long nose resembled
Pinocchio's. His jaw had a tendency to loosen and fall open. But spending time with Mariette
made all that insignificant.

It was the fourteenth of May when Gregory realized he was falling in love. The
inventor had taught him to record every thought and feeling he had, for posterity's sake. But
the inventor had not really expected Gregory to feel deeply, so Gregory's knowledge of
emotions was very limited. Yes, he recorded every day the physical symptoms of love:
warmth rushing to the face, a fluttering feeling in the abdominal region, dizziness, greater
sensitivity to light and beauty (particularly both at the same time). It took Gregory a long
time to realize that was love, though. In fact, it wasn't until he was reading a story to
Mariette as she danced that it really hit him.
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I wonder if she loves me, too, Gregory thought. He glanced up from the desk to see
Mariette stretching before the fireplace. He cleared his throat. "Let's go to the park."
Mariette froze. Deviation from routine was a foreign concept to h('r. The inv ntor
considered it counterproductive and forbidden, and since he'd passed on, neither Mariettl' or
Gregory had bothered to change that. "Why?" she asked.
Gregory paused a moment. "It's a beautiful day. It' warm and sunny. Th('re'll
probably be children playing." He knew that Mariette adored the sound of children laughing.
"Well then, that sounds lovely." Mariette strode to the door, excited for the ('hame to
find more beauty.
They walked slowly, Gregory admiring the clouds and the sun and how diff .rent
people looked from each other, Mariette focusing on the sounds and th smell and the
feeling of different types of cement and bricks and grass on her tiny, dancer's fret: brick
smooth and sun-warmed, gravel poking and prodding, asphalt nearly burning. Sh( likrd the
tinny sound of a child's bicycle; he liked the bright red of its color.
When they reached the park, Gregory sat undrr the sprrading shade of a I.lrg tr
Mariette sat down beside him, and then rolled through the gra s unt il she found a w. nn,
sunny spot. She happily spent an hour listening to the ounds of children playing, of dng
barking, of sophisticated adults sharing win and cheese. Gregory r ad from a lim volume 0
love poetry: Sonnets from the Portuguese. He figured that sinel' now I", k",.w wh.1I !tWt' fdt
like, he should educate himself as be t h could. Bl'c USI' he wa a machin , (1m of it
confused him. He wondered if Mariett f It diff~ r ntly.
Gregory looked up from his book. "Marictt!', do ou ever think btlUt love?"
Mariette rolled around in th(' grass a bit b fore .IIlSW ring. "All till time. \)tln', IlU?
Love is, well, beautiful."
Gregory was very quiet a moment. Hi mind W I working r pidl . "ntl ou Illv
anyone?"
Mariette laughed; the ound was lik(' r in on m tal; a l right lund th
heard in summer sun hin . "Of course, silly. I.et' gtl htHne tl I .Ill dant ."
Gregory was confu d. I s it me? 111' wOndt'h·(!.
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Gregory sputtered, casting around for a good reason as to why it had taken him so
long to figure out. "I've read that love is usually seen in the eyes ... and that didn't work with
you!"
M.uiette's shoulders slumped. She stared at him with her unseeing eyes of metal and
glass. Gregory immediately apologized, but the damage had been done. Mariette went to bed
early that night, rejecting Gregory's offer of a story.
Gregory didn't sleep at all that night. He poured through the inventor's books to see if
ther was ,I way that Mariette could see. Really, now that Gregory thought about it, the
inventor had b en very selfish to think that Beauty shouldn't have to see the ugliness of the
world. True B auty s es the ugline s and tries to make it beautiful. Gregory also knew he
hould hav realized that perhaps Mariette wanted to ee. It hadn't occurred to him.
Finally, as the 'un peered over the rooftop of the City of Trees and Metal, Gregory
found wh'lt he. was looking for. If he could give Mariette a heart of metal, he would be able
to SC". Gregory didn't understand how that was supposed to work, but there it was written,
in th inventor's own handwriting.
Gr gory t out to mak II working h art out of metal. For two day, he ignored
Mlui It '. Sh didn't mind, though. She could tell by the electricity in the silence of the room
th.lt h W.I working on omething very important.
All of Gregory's ffort failed him. Every heart he made either didn't work, or worked
for a while and then topped. Th ilencing of th ticking tcrrified Gr gory. He didn't want
that for M. ri tt . Ther W.IS only one thing to do. (,regory had a h art of metal ticking in hi
ch t.
H took Mari tte to the park. Th y ord red ic cr am, ev n though neithcr of them
teo Th y told ach oth r. illy stories about c.lt and ducks and rain in th d ert. They flew
kit tog ther on, gr.1 y hill. Her had 51 igh b lis on it; hi wa silver, lik Mari tte. They
w r compl t Iy nnd totnlly hnppy.
A th un tart d to t, (Jregory took Molriette to a woody, ecluded part of the park.
H w rlled h r fir tight to b· th unset. H knelt on the ground. "Mariette. ( love you.
Wh. t I w. nt rno t for you in the world i· to be able to
. ."
M ri tt tri d to top him. "(,f gory. don't
r gury gr bb d h r hllOd, and Mari tt· topp d talking. The inventor had given
M ri tt r ther shllrp fing r. 7n'gory used Mari It '. fing r to trac a heart over hi wood n
ch t c. vity. '( h n h pu ht'd the knife-lik fing r in. II went all the way around, until a
h art- hap d pi c of wood fell into th gra . Befor he removed hi m tal heart, Gr gory
op n d tari tt ' hinged che t cllvity. Working wiftly, h witchcd out the hart. "'( h r "
M ri tt blink d. "( can e ," Gregory nodd d w 'Ikly. "Wh t' happ ning to you?"
h a k d. If wa inking to the ground. Sh aw for th first tim hi long no ,hi pointy
tbow th t Iw y mild of llwdu t, 'he nw into another b ·ing' y for th fir t tim
nd und r too I th d. g ,Th e' are the t~,in"olU to th aul. In hort, he aw B uty.
"Your wooden h" rt i n'l going to rnak iI," h llid.
Mari It put h r huml to h r f
,"You wapp d our heart ju tor ('ould
? But
you'r going to'
"Shh. L t' w:ltch th un t." ,regory • id. Mari t! cr. died Gr~gory in h r rrn a
th un nle 1 >w r nJ low r, Ii hting up th ky in brilliant or'mg ,nd pink. It wa 0
be. utiful th t t r of oil prang to M:lri tt ' now-fun tionin y . Th color w r
oo "

o
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dizzying; it was like seeing all the notes on that sweet, muted trumpet running together but
still staying beautiful.
When dusk fell, Gregory's heart was still, and Mariette had seen her first bit of
ugliness: death. But as Gregory had thought, true beauty makes even the ugly beautiful.
Mariette buried Gregory among the trees. Crocuses grew where she buried him, thl' first
flowers the City of Trees and Metal had seen in years. For what Gregory had failed to realize
was that just as true Beauty can lessen ugliness, true Love negates it altogether.
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